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AITrOUI^'CS.'SITI : We are back in the woods with our V/ildsman toda^%. He has
been having a heart-of-the-woods talk with some of Uncle Sam's naturalists
of "he United States Department of Agriculture, or rather that branch of

the Department knovm as the United States Forest Service. All right,

Mr. Wildsraan?

I just wonder what we icnow about our own woods. Some of us ;oride

ourselves on our woodscraft. Some of you, of co'jxse, have a pretty good
idea of the woods thro"'agli which you hunt, or hike, or v/ork.

Sut I must confess, there is a lot I don't "^oaow about even the
trees that go to malce up the v/oods through which I've been tramping for
years. Just how much timber of the different kinds are in those woods?
Hov/ fast does each kind grov/? I doubt if the men who own those particular
woods l^niow any more than I do about them.

I just mention that by way of illustration. I don't feel bad about
it, because Mr. C. K, Granger, of the United States Forest Service tells me
that even our timbermen and foresters can't ansv/er those kind of questions
about all the forests in our co\intry.

T7e talk glibly about our forest and farm v/oods resources being thus
and so. But when you got right dovm to it, nobody really knows what the
forest resources of tlie United States are. The rate of growth of the
different kinds of trees in different parts of the country, the condition
of the young grov/th, the losses from insect ejid disease attacks, are all
questions largely \ananswered.

True, we do have some general estimates. Yet those are little
more than expert guesses in most cases.

Often Y/e hear statements nade about how much we are cutting compared
to how much we are grow-ing. And in some regions, that - ov/n pretty well.
Private timber ov/ners and lumbermen have made cruises of th.:;ir forest hold-
ings for their own useo States in some cases have made soi" ;e rs. The
Federal r,overnment has a lot of data about oui' national forests. But there is
no plsice you can now go to get all that information about all our forests
and fam woods. That is the reason for the forest survey now being made
by the U. S. Forest Service. Hr. Granger, who is in charge of the Forest
Survey was giving me some striking facts about the scope and value of that
survey.

It is designed to get for us the first con^plete auid accurate picture
ever had of our forest situation and forest needs of this nation of o-ors.
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The Douglas fir rejion of the ^cst is supposed to contain one-fourth
of what is left of our sav/tim'bor supply, Ivlr, Granger sa^^s. northern
California, northern Idalio and riorthern Montana have almost another one-
fourth. The only other place where there is a:Ty big amovint of sawtimber
is in the Southern pine region, Hov/ much of that is left is one of the

questions the forest survey is expected to answer,

T7e 1-cnow that millions of acres of forest land has been cut over and
burned over. We know some of it is lying bare and idle. Some of it is

growing new forests. We can't say for sxire how much in either case.
Neither do we know just how fast o\rr forests are being depleted by fire.

How far the growth of our yoxmg forests is offsetting the drain by
cutting and fire and insects and diseases and v;indthrow, is another of

those things our forest survey will find out.

And not only are our magnificent stretches of v/estem and southern
and northern forests involved, but the old fam v/oods itself.

Since the World War, farmers in most of the originally forested part
©f the United States have left a lot of their land out of crops which they
had been cultivating. Part has been used for pasture, and part :ias been
let lie idle.

It lias been estimated that at least half that abandoned fam land
has gone back to woods. That brings up the question as to whether that
land which it hardly pays to farm can be made to pay by growing timber crops
on it.

We don't really laiow how m.uch timber we have for railroad ties, nor
how many ties we will need in the fut-i.u-e. The same can be said about pulp
wood for paper making ar^ wood in many forms for all sorts of uses. This
great forest survey will have to include studies of some sixty groups of wood
using industries.

Then there are the many problems of finding woods that can be used
as substitutes for others. In a good many cases, it seems, ^7ood users have
become accustomed to mailing certain things out of certain kinds of '.voods.

Where the supply of that kind of timber is getting scarce, maybe we can
find other v/oods we can leam to use.

The ramifications of this big question of o"ax forest resources arc
numberless.

Yes, you say, but how are you going to find out all those things.
This forest survey was authorized a couple of years back. It was to cost
not more than three million dollars altogether and not more than a quarter
of a million any one year. At that rate, it would talce twelve years to

complete the survey.

The size of this job is staggering,when you think of the many different
things this survey includes, and what we need to know about our vast forests.
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In fact, it would seer, to be a jo'^ for several life-tinies to get all the

facts to be included in this survey* Sut by malcing use of information

already collected by the goveriment» state and private interests here, and
there usi-ig scientifically exact short cuts in examining large areas, the

job can really be done in the time allowed,

Tliore are eleven Forest Experiment Stations located in different

sections of the countr;/', where ample plots of timber of different ages
are bei:--g Measured, the condition and rate of growth of the trees is

being checked up at these stations* And those sarr.ples v/ill give a sound
basis for accurate estimates of growth of the same kinds of trees under
SKnilar conditions in the different forest regions.

Tliis forest s'orvey, Mr, G-ranger explains, T/ill throv/ lij^ht on the

question of whether or not there is danger of a national timber famine and
what we need to do to balance the national timber budget.

****

AlJllO Ul'X H.igTT ; Our Wildsman h^s ju-t outlined for you some of the work
of the forest survey as described to him by Mr, W. 11. Granger, of the
United States Forest Service. This Station presents these talks with
Uncle Sam's llat-oralists once every tv/o weeks.
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AITIJOUiICEMEIIT: Again our Wijds Man is with us. He has been out with
Uncle Sar.'s Naturalists of the Department of Agriculture trap^oing a
few facts ahoat our fur supply, You say you are going to talk
about fur, Mr. Wildsman? What fur?

Winter time is fur time,

I don't know about you, but I generally think of bears, and foxes,

and beavers and other of our bigger fur animals when anybody mentions
fur. And I usually picture the trapper mushing tlirough the North woods
on snow shoes.

But Dr. J, E. Shillinger, of the Division of Fur Resources of the '

Bureau of Biological Survey of the United States Department of Agricul-
ture, tells me that the most important wild fur bearer in the United
States is the muskrat. And Louisiana is our leading fur State, That's
largely because of its many muskrats. In fact, the value of the fur
catch of Louisiana is more than that of all Alaska, if you don't coimt

the fur-seal industry of the Pribilof Islands in the Bering Sea.

Speaking of seals, however. Dr. Shillinger tells? me that the muskrat
is sometimes thought of as something of a fur-seal itself. The fur known
to the trade as "Hudson Seal" is really muskrat in masquerade. It is
black muskrat that has had the long guard hairs plucked out , and then had
that soft under-fur clipped and dyed to make a fair imitation of a real
soal-sl-dn.

Black muskrats are the most valuable kind. Most of tjacm are caught
in parts of New Jersey, Deleware, Mar;''' land, and Tirginia, You understand,
there arc three different types of raijiskrats in this country, Taero are the
very light, silvery-brown muskrats from the South, Then there is the
connon brown muskrat, and finally the norc valuable black muskrats.

Dr, Shillinger is niaking a special study of muskrats, looking into





their ".lalDits and homc-lifc, vith a viov to g;ottin.^ mor light on the

possihilitios of muskrat faming. And he ostirnatos there arc for/er

auskrats thfen usual this "ear^ on account of the drought.

They were hard hit by the hig dry spell. And this is ho',7.

The rivers and other waterways that our east-coast muskrat s inhabit
'vere lower this r)ast summer than usual. That meant that the sea water
ca."ae farther up from the mouths of the streams than usual. That in

turn meant saltier water than usual, which killed off many of the

water plants muskrats feed on. Less fooc?, fewer maskrats.

Iluslcrats feed on such plants as "three-cornered sedges" -vnd

cat—tails and bulrushes, which thrive best in brackish water. They
'•'ill even live in fresh water, but they can't stpnd the water too salt.

Dr. Shillinger is not counting on the decline in Taskrats lasting
long. Usually this ^referred vegetation will re-seed itself md come

back quickly. For instance, the big flood on the HississiTopi a few

years bad': killed off great areas of muskrat vegetation.

It wasn't long, however, until there was plenty again to support

an abundance of muskrats. We know the kind of roots and fresh stems

muslcrats prefer, but Dr. Shillinger says wo need to i'now a lot more,

liaskrats will eat mussels and crawfishes. Some folks claim
they have seen them do it. Fnethcr such a diet is necessary for them
is one of the questions Dr. Shillinger is looking into*

T!iat is getting dovm a little further under the fur than v/e

started. Of cnursc, this m^t-ttcr of food is bound to lie at the roots
of the fur, TThilc Dr. Shillinger was telling me all this, I couldnH
got out of my mind that idea of Louisiana leading the country on fur

production. The idea that fur grows thickest in the colder climates is
one I v/as brought up on, so I asked Dr. Sliillingor how it happens that
the marshes of Louisiana supply so much of our fur.

7ell sir, ho got out a bunch of -)clts of muskrats taken in dif-
ferent sections of the co^Jintry. He showed me that the more northern
muslo-ats, really do have the thickest fur and the heaviest skins. In
qualit;'- --.roduction of fur, thej;- outstrip their southern cousins. But
there arc more of those Louisiana muskrats. ^.atevcr lack the average
animal ma;^ have in value is more than made up by the larger number of
m-j-s^nrats in the South.

Trapping muskrats in Louisiana is quite a large-scale proposition,
r.iere is as much as 155,000 acres in a single tro.ct of r.Tuskrat marsh.
The ov/ners run canals througli, so as to make it easier for trappers to
get from ' lace to place and also to make a more uniform water level for
the niusla-ats.
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Zie early trap-.-)ers* Dr,
_
S'.-jil linger tells mB, went after the

larf^er fur bearers, and didn't try to catch nufeVrats bO rmch.

Of course, as the years have gQftfe b--; they have heen sought after

more and no re,

Huslorats haven't "bGcn de-oleted quite so extensively as have sonc

other fur animals, siJich as heavers, and fishers, and martens. Mt
Dr. S?iillingct sa?/s that even riuskrats '^avc suffered hca.vy reductions

in Gouo sections.

One trouble is tha.t the traTroin/r season in m.'any States horins
too early.' Many unprimc pelts arc ta^ion when their value is very lo'7«

Llany youn^ muslcrats, or Icits, horn late in su-nncr arc caught during
the f-l] trapping when their polts are o.lmost worthless for fur.

If 3'-ou have ever sJ-n a .mislcrat in the wild you may have v/ond.crcd

about the appearance of the fur of even tho mature animals. But, as

wo said a v/hile ago, that pelt will und^^rgo considerable change before

it becomes pprt of a lady's coat. In the case of Hudson Seal, those

long g^ard hairs will be- plucked out, and only the soft under- fur will

be left. A great many slcins, however, are made up in their natural

st r,t e •

!i\sla'ats, like all oth-:r fur bearers, have two kinds of fur, a

soft downy under-fur, and th^ long coarse guard, hairs. In the case

of rauskrats, the fur orroerts treat the fur so as to get the full

effect of flat soft, silkj under fur. In the c^r-.e of a fox, howev:;r,

those long guard, hairs are the p.ost "^ri^ed .art of the fvr. A oiccc

of for: fvx l/.cking thoo" outer hairs looks "ratt"" and hrinf3 a lo"/

nrico in the firr '^t,

"Tell, I could go on for a nuch lon;::.-^r tir:e t J.linf: you aoo-it
.nuskrats, rnd what Dr. Shilling.T s'-^-s about them. It is a fascinating
subj-ct. Zierc is their rate of multi'olicat ion, for instance. It
se::ms thrt r.Tuskrats le-arn the multiplication table early. In fact,
their ra-:id rate of reproduction has been the basis for many a scheme
for selling animals for stocking fur farms, Many persons learn too
late that fast multiplying fur bearers don't always multirtly under semi-
domestic conditions as they do in the wild. Bjit that is another one
of those problems that the Bioligical Survey's Division of Fur Resources
is trying to work out.

AI^riTOTJCiCTt Our Wilds Han will be back in two weeks. Anyone interest
in nTus':rats, can get a bulletin on that subject b" writing either to t'li
Station or direct to the United States Der)artm-nt of Agricult^ore, at
Washington, D. C. Ask for Farmers' Bulletin ITo. 859 on "Tlie I.iuskrat as
a Fur Bcojrer,"
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Airx'OUl'TII.ZI^: Our Wilds Man is fe'oing to take us into the woods

todayi to get ug out of the woods on some of the questions ahout

the woods. Since he has been talMng with Uncle Sam's Naturalists

of the United States Forest Service, he's found out but

weUl let him tell you what he has found o^rt. Well, Mr. I7ildsi:ian?

•)(.>!. ifi ^t/i -if

The other day I was roaming through the woods, when I came

on a strip that has been cut practicnlly clean; cut clean and burned

over.

I got to wondering just how long it would tal'e to get that land

back in trees. Of course, I was assuming that the seed for restocl^i-

ing would come from the adjacent timber and be scattered in Nature*

s

own vray.

But the more I wondered, the more I realized there is a lot

about grovi/ing trees we donH yet ''-now. We've hardly scratched
the barl: of such questions. But thanks to the United States Forest

Service v/e arc getting busy nov/ ;^oing after some of the answers.
In fact, I too'-r this re-seoding ouestion to a friend of mine in the

Forest Service, and he told me about some of the work along th^t

line that has been done at the Pacific Northwest Experiment St-^.tion.

The foresters at that Station set about to find how far and
hov; nanj.'- seed is distributed, and what conditions make for the

best chances of the seed sprouting and the seedlings grov.'ing up.
T^iey liberated Douglas Fir seed at different heights when the vdnd
vras blov/ing at different rates. Seed turned loose in a lo\7 wind at
a. height of 200 foot fell in quantity up to 1,200 feet av/ay. In a
very high wind, 0ome seed traveled as far as half a mile. But in a
light serd year, the orpcrincnters couldn't find any seed more than
500 feet from the seed trees.

Ar.d another t'^.ing, on noil blacl'iBned by a slash fire, they found
the surface soil in places got as hot as 144 degrees. That's enough
to Irill Pouglas fir seedlings, r.iat raises the question of keeping
fire off of cut-over land.





of fire, vqu nil, no doubt, ^-cnov/ lightning is the cause

of a large nvunber of forest fires in the vTest. In the northern Rocly

Mountains "ore than 15,000 re-oorts of lightning storms have been -nade

in the -ast five years. Kany of those storms have never been recorded

by the regular leather Ikxreau stations injthe farming valleys. T.iey ve

been recorded by the h^jndreds of ?orost Service lookouts.

Lightning is a swift subject. T'-.erc's a flash, and the damage

is done, even before you hc^r the crash of thunder. So what's the

good of -r.owing about these lightning storms after they are all over.

Tliat^s the \7ay we generally think of it.

Hell, it seems from \7hat the foresters tell mc that even if

V70 Cc-iH -mt any chains on the lif^htning itself, we may. be able to

chain down the firo-dcmon the lightning let's loose in the woods.

The c.rDcrts ot the ITorthern Roclcy llo-jjn.tain Eroeriment Stj-.tion have

analyzed large numbers of fiose thunder storm re-ports. As a result,

they :iavc found that certain t^^cs of storms are more dangerous

than others.

•Turnings of the awoach of thrt tyvc of storm can be given. Firc-

fiVnting forces can be made ready to meet the special danger, and r^ashed

to^ strategic points vrherc they will be ready to move on any fire that

st art s •

It is not only for timber and for shelter for wild life that wo

need woods. More and more we are coning to find the value of woods in

holding soil in -olaco pnd ^^rovcnting the washing away of the cream of

our soil-

Plrces have been fo-and in this country where in twenty years the

land 1-uas made a cov.iplotc cycle from forest thro^xgh cultivation to abandon-

ment •

Ile.-suremcnts made in southwestern Wisconsin, my Forest Service

friends tell me, indicate that forests are the form of cover best for

holdin.%' t!:c soil from v/ashing.

Dut XX: st-rtod on talking roor\t grov.-ing trues. In our Northeastern

<'x>r^co re.-ion, cut-over s-Dn.icc lands arc invaded by fast-growing but

undesirable hardwoods, which -orcvmt or hold back the further develop-

ment of -^oung spruce alread;^ on the ground.

ric foresters : ave found, hov/cver, that by cutting back some of

thj undesirable harfwood trc^s at the proper time during the first few

years, the young sprace can be encouraged without the work costing too

nrjLCh to he -oractical.





The fight "between the /lore highly "rizeci trees and the poorer

s'oecies goes on in ••.ost all our woods, similar work foresters in the

southern Appalachian forests have xovnd that they can also help the valu-

able yellow poplar by taking out the sumac and silverbell which compete

with it for a place in the sun. ^Tcither the silverbell nor the su:-.Tac

ring the co.sh register.

Dat the men in the Forest Service have been doing more thar- 'protect-

ing our woods and t^\king sides in the fight between timber trees -and weed

trees, Tney have actually learned, in some cases, how we can control the

quality of the wood aftd grow it in the woods with an eye to what it will

00 used for when it is cut.

Por instance, the Southern Forest Experiment Station specialists

have shown that for southern pine a, moist site, protection from fire,

and growing the trees close together in thick stands produces dense,

strong wood. On the other hand, to grow wood of moderate strength and

grow it fast, oicn spacing of the st-nd gives quicker results.

But you l<mT7 there is considerable diff(?rcncc in the way pine-trees

grow -nd the way hardwoods grow. Tie hardwood trees, it has been lo-ond,

produce their strongest wood, when growing fast in open stands, or when

th" r"- -r^ has been thinned out.

Xnov/ing that, we have the key to the wa^ to grow timber to f it
_

certain uses, and to mate the • oodland pay best. And we've learned that by

checkiiig up- on Nature's way of doing; by. testing the wood for the same kind

of trees growing under different conditions.

nvcn the loen of the tree from the vertical position, has an impor-

tant effect on the lumber wc get. The more the tree leans the more of

what is lcno\m as "compression" wood is -produced. Compression wood is

recognized as a source of the abnormal lengthwise slirinking in softwood

lumber.

5::ese are just a few of the flings fo^md out about the secrets of

the '-ild recently, which are proving useful in tajning tree growing to

our o'.-n uses. In California, a co .-.Torehensive logging and milling in-

vestigation was made in which a thousand trees cut into about five thou-

sand logs were followed from the woods through the mill to the finished

product. Tlie idea was to find how rauch lumber of the different grades

each tree yielded.

It would seem that we night ext.-nd that old saying "as the twig is

bent." As the twig is bent, the tree is inclined, and the lumber is

warped.

AinOlT/CnirZPT: Wc will h^ve another visit with Urclc Sam's ITaturalists

tv/o weeks from today. Tin is station presents this feature twice a month

in cooperation with the United States Department of Agriculture.
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AI-Ix'TOUITGH.'ENT ; And nov/ for another of those visits v/ith Uncle*"5ani ' s Natiiralists

of the United States Department of Agriculture. Our Wildsr.ian has been on the
trail of a fur coat, and the trail seems to have led him right hack out of the
woods But you tell them, Mr, Wildsman.

Many a fine-looking garnent is made of rabbit skins — Only they don't
call them that. Rabbit fur goes by a lot of other names. "Electric Seal," for

instance, is made from rabbit fur clipped and dyed to look like seal. Beaverctte
is a fairly good imitation of beaver made from rabbit. I^ct is, there is a wide
variety of trade names for rabbits in the form of fur coats. And, of course
you know, another big use for rabbits is for felt hats, and for linings for

gloves.

Hownv-.', those are not the kind of rabbits you get when you go out hunt-

ing. Pelto of the wild cottontail rabbits found in abundance in the United
States, and of the wild haros corrnonly called jack rabbits, are thin and poor
in quality and of practically no use to the furrier. Enorraous quantities of

rabbit skins are imported from Australia, New Zealand, Belgium, France, and
other foreign co\intries. These skins meet the demands of the American fur trade
and are used extensively in the manufacture of fur garments and of the trimming
for cloth coats. Every dauestic rabbit skin, however, with the exception of

those from cho Angora rabbit, has commercial fur value, regardless of size or

color. Purc-v/hito skins are preferable because they can be dyed light, dark, or

mediu.-. shadvii of any color dar.anded by the far trade. Breeding has greatly im-

proved the aomestic rabbits for these purposes as compared with their relatives
the carj.-.on wild cottontails and our native hares, or jack rabbits. Produced
under conditions that favor raipid growth, the young hutch-raised rabbits reach
an average weight of U pounds at 8 weeks of age—a size equal to or larger than
that of cottontails in throe tiiVies as long a period.

Frora what Mr. John Meyer, Director of the United States Rabbit Experi-
ment Station, at Fontana, California, tells me, some folks have the mistaken
idea that domestic rabbit ncot is only good to eat in the seasons of early fall
and \7inter when '.vild rabbits are hunted. Domestic rabbit is in season all the
year round. Yes Yes, I know v/e started to talk about fur
but the rabbit, you know, is a tv;o-purj)ose fininal. Domestic rabbits are utilizec
for both fur and meat.

In fact, it is only by selling both the fur and the meat that rabbit rais-

ing can be carried on profitably. Rabbit fur is popular because of its light
weight and because it is not very expensive. The individual pelts don't bring
high prices.
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But when we say domestic rabbits, don't f^et the idea that they
are our own wild rabbits domesticated. Our domestic meat-and-fur rabbits
are descended from wild rabbits of Europe;, v/hich were domesticated a very
long;, long time ago. The Chinese appear to have bred rabbits for
sacrificial ourposes in the time of Confucius, and domestic varieties are
mentioned in the early literature of the Greeks and Romans,

i

The principal breeds uced in thi g' country v/ere developed in Belgium,
Sn^-land, and France, In those countries,' domestic rabbits are raised
quite extensively to help supply meat for the family. Each farm house
v/ill have a few of them.

In fact, about 98 per cent of the rabbit f^xr used in this countr^r''

comes from abroad, including the better qualities from the European
domestic rabbits and the v/ild rabbits of Australia and New Zealand.

Because of our dependence on other countries for so much of our
rabbit lur, and because rabbits multiply so fast, many folks have aeen big
opportunities in rabbit raising.

Domestic rabbit raising, as an extensive industry, started on the

Pacific Cop.st and has been gradually spreading toward the East. Mr.
Meyer tells me that at present livestock farmers in the Middle We?t are
taking v; rabbit raising as something new. And, they are fast putting the

business un a commercial basis. The general trend is toward a small number
of rabbits raised as a side line in connection with other faming, just as
chickens are most often raised. That's also the present trend on the
Pacific Coasto

At first, rabbit raising v/as promoted as a scheme for selling
breeding '-.tock on a large scale. The fast multiplying of rabbits made
a strong o^.iking point for the salesman, who could show you how to get
rich dispor-ing of the progeny of a ievi pairs of rabbits over a period
of only a few years.

But few folks seem to realize that to maize rabbits pay in practice,
as v;j11 as on paper, takes a good-sized production of yoimg.

The general practice is to breed four litters of yovng a year, and
retain about six yoTing to the litter. That means twenty-four young a
year. Heyer, hov;ever, says his experience at the United States Rabbit
Experiment Station at Eontana indicates that that many are necessary for
the rabbit farmer to make a reasonable "orofit over and above the cost of
production.

This business of rabbit raising is so new in this co"untry that
there are a lot of things we have yet to learn. That's the reason for
the experiment station. Mr, Heyer and his assistants are developing
methods of feeding, and breeding, and handling, and housing, and disease
control.

Up until this station was established, the business had grov/n in
a haphazard sort of wa;y, with breeders learning from, trial and error.
But the business has gro'.vn. The first promoters sold stock on the unit
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plan. I^i..t is. they would sell units of so many
^^J^^^^^^^^^^?^' units

operate them for the owner. Generally, the owner of these r.^^it un

got what the little boy shot at.

Another ola. that seems to have proved workable
^^-J^fj^^,%,

slawhter-house" sellinj breeding stock to farmers with ^^^creement

buy Sack all the rabbits produced at so much per pound
f/^^^J

y^r. in fact. Mr. Meyer s.-^'s that this method
J^^;i;,,e73.

definite conclasions can be drawn at this tin.e regarding xts success.

Wnile there is still in the minds of some
P^j;^°"^J^f "^f^ually

against raisin, rabbits for -oo^, the market for rab^ ^
devolo-oinro Intelligent propaganda

^'^1^^^-'^^^^^" f rabbit meat
the true condition in the industry, ana °°

i3 an .irgent

and fur will be easily -a:.derstood.
^^^f ^'•^^^^^"^^^^':J;f^e But, as

need, ..nd it requires organized effort to
^^^^^^^.f'^^f,, ^Vustry,

Mr. 'icyer suggests, rabbit
_

raising ^^^^'^Ji' for
it is only a question of time before there v/ill oe a s^a

rabbit meat and fur.

A co-oy of Famerst Bulletin lolS-F, entitled "Habbjt Skins for

Far." v;ill be sent you on request. V/rite for it to Ofxice ox

Inf^rr^ation, United States Department of Agriculture, or to Station

and ask for Bulletin 1519-7.

AII:-0U:XB:X!TT : You have just had a brief .'^otch of
^^'""^i^.^Jt ..i„,„t

ousiEoss as outlined by the dlreetor of the U"^*"-^ states tobo t x,

Station, maintained by the United States ^^^^^X^^^'

.

Montana. Calif o=:nla.
^
Thxs xs one ox -c.ula.

l
naturalist presented oy Station .

once .v.x„





T/ITH U^TCLE SAI-/i' S rATURALIgTS . Friday, February 27, 19"1.

Al'TITOUI'CIl.g^in ; A:id now for o\ir visits with Uncle Sam's ITaturali st s of the

United States Department of Agriculture, CXir Wildsman tells us they are

••jotting ready for spring;- now. At least, the foresters seem to be —

—

IsnH that ri^nt, Mr. Wildsman?

Yes, it won't be long now. Promptly as the snow goes off in the

scoring, the United States Forest Service, will go back to planting trees

on GOir.e of the burned-over sections of our national forests.

Of course, tree planting is not Just a spring proposition. The

ForoGt Service began its annual planting operations last fall. At that

time, t:-at branch of our great Department of Agriculture had about

15,000,000 young trees on hand in its nurseries.

Most of the fall planting was in the Lake States and in Idaho,

Some winter planting was done in the South. This spring planting will

bo begun again in the Ilonangahela national Forest in West Virginia, .and

njar Holsey in the ITcbraska ITation^J. Forest, and on the Pike I'Tational

Forest in Colorado, and in the St, Joe ITational Forest in Idaho, Plant-

ing will also be done again this spring on some of the Lake States national

forests, and probably on the Columbia ITational Forest in Washington.

That planting on the Pike ITational Forest in Colorado is a good

example of Forest Service tree planting. The foresters tell me much of

the -orest around Pikes' Peak was badly burned over in a series of fires'

nearly 50 years ago. That was before the Pike National Forest was

created. Those big forest fires laid bare a wide territory. Sometimes

after fires, ITature tai:es hold and reseeds the land, and forests again
{jradually take possession. But, around Pikes' Peak there, that stretch
of burned over land was burned so badly that it has not reforested
itself. Planting was the only remedy.

Event-ually, the government foresters say, we will probably get

good returns in timber production from the planting that is being done

there. But timber is not the main thing they have in mind right now.

In this particular case, the chief object of the planting is to Improve

the valuable watershed. Important cities are dependent upon this re-

forested land for their city water supply,

Tliat is just a sairple of the Forest Service's work. From time

to time, it has talcen over lands that before it got control were
denuded by fires or cut-over or otherwise swept clear of timber. Of
course replanting all those burned and cut-over sections s\iitcd to re-

forested and needed for timber and watershed protection would be a
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gigantic job, even for such a wonder-v/orker as that mythical lurnbcr-jack,

Paul Bunyan, who played such a big part in the cuttin^; over* Hov/ever, our
forc)sters claim it would pay to do it.

Their rule for planting, is that the planting murt be econoriical

and must benefit the public. As they see it, forest planting is strictly
a question of the proper use of the land. The Forest Service recognizes
that in all its v/ork and applies the principles of conservation.

You know, it is estiraated that some 2,000,000 acres of our national
forest land need planting to restore them to productiveness But lot's
go't a little closer to the floor, the forest floor, on this question of
pl:inting.

You know the old saying, "G-reat oalcs from little acorns grow,"
So do other great trees grov; from the little seed. Naturally, to plant
you need planting stock and to grow planting stock you need seed.

The first step in planting is therefore to collect the socd.
That is not alv/ays as sim::lc as it sounds. As experienced foresters v/ill

tell you, tree seed crops are uncertain. The seed crop often fails.

For that reason, our forest planters must lay by a good supply of
seed when v/e have a good seed year. However, there are so many kinds of

trees, growing under so many different climatic conditions, in this broad
liiZiC of ours, that there is always a crop of good seed somewhere, even
the some species may fail entirely.

The recent crop of seed in the Pine Belt of the South was generally
very light. But enough good q-uality seed was gathered here and there
to r.eet the needs of the ntirseries.

Good llorway pine seed was gathered near Cass Lake in the I^<e

States region. And better and cheaper seed have been insured by a new
seed extracting plant recently installed in the Chippewa National Forest
in Minnesota,

This past year, there were fine crops of western yellow pine and
Jeffrey pine in California, A number of the unemployed seized the

opportunity to gather cones aiid sell them to the local Forest Service
nursery,

Eorest Service employees dry the cones and extract the seeds in
the v/inter months for planting in the nursery beds in the spring.

But the Forest Service is not alone in this work. Many States co-
operate with the Forest Service by maintaining forest tree nurseries,
v/here planting stock is grov/n for distribution by state foresters to

far.ncrs, and owners of private woodlands and timberlands,

I said "many States", Tliero are now 41 States taking part in the

planting program. Last year about 25,000,000 trees were produced for

-3-
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farm planting. And most 01 those 25,000,000 were grovm in State ovmed
and operated nurseries. In a few cases the trees were grown in Forest
Service nurseries, but the U. S. Forest Service produces chiefly for our
--lational forest planting.

According to what Mr. E, E, Carter, of the branch of Forest
management of the U. S, Forest Service says nat-ore will reforest the lands
nov; being cut-over on oxir national forests, boc£',use under the system of
cutting followed enovigh good seed trees and young growth are left stand-
ing to make that possible. That kind of careful cutting is also being
done on some private lands. But not much. There is practically no
tying in of plsmting v/ith cutting operations on the bulk of the privately
owned timberlands.

Talking about 25,000,000 trees for farm planting, and all the
planting being done on burned over or cut-over lands in all our national
forests and in 41 States sounds big. And v/e are beginning to 'vake up.
But what we are doing seems snail compared to the way we are using timber.

You ^.cnow, one of these end-to-end calculators has figured that a
whole year's production of American sawmills, some 33 to 44 billion
board feet — is enough to build a boardwo-lk 25 to 35 foot wide across
the abyses of space between the world and the moon. Of course, nobody's
figuring on bviilding that boardwalk; but that's a lot of lumber,

AITITOUi'CUCTT ; Every other Friday Station presents these results
of visits with Uncle Sara.'s IJaturalists, in the United States Department
of Agriculture, Remember the day and hour when our Wildsman will be back.
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That is the reason, Ur. McAtee points out, that we need more tird

houses to attract the birds.

There is no question in his mind that, taken "by and laxge, "birds are

worth attracting. Some of them at times do considerable damage to fruit, but

the point is, the man who doesn't have a continuous population of birds on

his place may suffer from the depredations of invading flocks of birds that

come in to get his frijiit, and during the rest of the year he gets no benefit

from having a steady population of them working on his place to help protect

his plants from insect enemies.

Mr. McAtee says that on the farm practically all birds pay for what

they take,

I asked him about the danger of attracting birds you don't want as well

as those you do. And about the likelihood of some of the birds killing off

the more desirable ones.

Near Washington, he told me, the United States Biological Survey has

one h'ondred bird houses on three and a half acres. At no time in the past

five years have all the houses been occupied, but eight different kinds of

birds, including sparrows, house wrens, flickers, bluebirds, crested fly-

catchers, tufted titmice, starlings, and martins, have been attracted to these

houses and have lived as close neighbors apparently in great harmony.

Mr. McAtee says that he has never seen any aggressive action on the

part of the English sparrows, which are considered by some folks as notorious
gangsters. ITor has he seen any trouble between starlings and any of the other
birds. These traits, therefore, are not omnipresent.

In the time the bird settlement mentioned has been in existence there
have been a couple of murder mysteries, with evidence pointing to birds as
killers. One flicker was found in a bird box with a hole in its head, and
starlings were suspected. B^jit in ajiother case, a starling was found killed
in a similar way. So the score is even. In fact, according to Mr. McAtee,
a lot of us have prejudices against birds that aire badly founded,

"LiOst persons seem to think the robin a little angel and to regard the
bird as al^iost sacred," Mr. McAtee sa3''s, "but robins talce many a cherry from
the farmer's trees, and their food at other times consists largely of earth-
worms, which are themselves beneficial in mixing up the soil and digging
burrows, which let air and water into the soil aind otherwise Improving its
condition.

"On the other hand, the European starling, which now has such an -on-

savory rep^atation, is one of o^^ most beneficial birds in its food habits.

A high proportion of its diet is made up of white grubs, which damage grass
roots and other vegetation. They also specialize in eating millipeds and
crane-fly grubs, which damage forage crops.
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Of course, the starling has "become \inpopular because it gangs together

in such large flocks as to become a nuisance, especially in cities. Mr. McAtee

points out, however, that the English sparrow is not now so common as it was a

few years ago, and he thinlcs it possible that the starling will eventually show

somewhat the same adjustment. It seems tiiat when some birds are introduced

into a new country, they breed and spread at a tremendous rate for a few years

while they are occupying the land, and then drop bad: to n\ambers that can be

continuously supported.

If you want further details about the European starling in the United

States write for Farmers' Bulletin No. 1571-F.

No, it seems there is little reason to deprive yourself of the help

and the music and beauty of birds for fear of getting some you don't want.

And if you build a bird house, better build it on a post low enough to

reach it for cleaning. Mr. McAtee says he has noticed that when houses axe

put high up in trees or other inaccessible places they seldom if ever get the

regular clesining they should have.

For some unknown rea,son, the birds seem to prefer a house on a post

to one that is placed in a tree. If possible, the house should be placed where

it will be shaded a little. Full sunlight or complete shade is not so good

as a ha"D"oy medium between the two.

It may be well to put a sheath of metal around the post to keep snakes

from climbing up. Mr. McAtee told me that they have had several clutches of

eggs disappear completely, without a trace of shell or other mess such as a bird
would malce. They can't figure who could have stolen those eggs so neatly,
unless it was a snake, althoijgh they have seen no snalces about the place.

In building the bird house use ro-agh lumber, make a sloping roof, with
the entrance hole for the bird close to the top and v/ell protected by a rather
wide overhang of the roof. Build the house so that it can be cleaned out
readily. Exact plans on how to do this, with the sizes of the entrance holes
for houses for different kinds of birds, and other details, can be had from
Farmers' Bulletin No. 1^56-F on "Homes for Birds."

CLOSING ANiroUNCH/ENT; You can get the bulletins mentioned by writing either
to this Station or direct to the Office of Information, United States Department
of Agriculture, 'Washington, D. C. They are free as long as the supply lasts.
The one on "Homes for Birds" is Farmers' Bulletin No. 1U56-F. The one on the
"European Starling in the United States" is Farmers' Bulletin No. IS7I-F.





WITH UNCnS SAlf.^S IIATURALISTS RELEASE: Friday. March 27, 1931 .

ANITO'JK'CEMEM' ! And now for our visit with Uncle Sam's Naturalists. Every
other v;eek our Wilds I/an goes to the specialists of the United States
Dcpr^j'tment of Agriculture to check up with them on some of the things ho
finds in the woods hut today he is just going to take us to the edge of
the woods, as it were He is going to tell us what cities, and towns,
and counties are doing in the way of establishing community forests
Well, ITildsmoji?

Yes, more and more of our cities, and towns and counties oxe going
in for forests.

Tliat is not just a matter of fijcing thin^so we can still look at

the "'oods and still enjoy the privileges of roaming through the forests
when 've have a mind to. Of course, the recreation feature is one of the

big reasons for many of these woods. Others have been established as a
means of protecting the watershed. And some combine the beauties of l^at-

ure and "atershed protection with the more tangible values of timber grow-
ing. In f:.ct, I'.r, C. E. Randall, of the public relations branch of the

United States Forest Service, saj'-s there is no reason why cominunity for-
ests should not be a source of income to their collective ov;ners as are
the co-^.u-onity forests of Europe.

You, knoY/, it is just in recent years we have gone in for city for-
ests in a bi;^ ^^-y* There are /.ow .r.ore than three-quarters of a million
acres of timber land classified as municioal forests, in this country,

Tlie movement has grown amazingly in recent years. In Massachusetts,
there are 84 communities with municipal forests. New Hampshire has more
than sixty town forests. Vermont has 24,

ITe'.- York State has -v.ore than 200,000 acres in municipal forests.
New Jersey has 35,000 acres. I.iaryland cities have also bought forest
land,

Ohio has five comm-ijinit ies with local forests, and Colorado has seven
cities vith forests. Oregon cities have forests.

Te have -orobably left ot;t a n-:mber of the forests but that's
enou^i ':o show how wide-spread the movement is becoming.
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In many cases, the original aim in establishing forests has been to protect

the watershed and assure the city, or town or other community organization, a

pure water supply.

However, as the movement continues, more and more cities Mr, Randall

says, are seeing the possibilities of making the forest pay through the sale

of timber grown under forest management.

Back in 1763, the little town of Danville, New Hampshire, set aside

75 acres of tin^berland, the proceeds of which were to be applied on the pay-
ment of a minister's salary. That has been done for 168 years and the fund

has a bank balance of more than $10,000. All during that time, the ministers
have received their salary from the sale of wood from that tract, and it prom-

ises to give an annual return for another hundred years, or ma^'be a thousand,

Yes, a thousand years or more, Mr. Randall tells me that one of the

communal forests belonging to Zurich, Switzerland, has actually been traced

back to the year 851 « That forest has 2,560 acres of timberland, and it

yielded an average net income of $20 ,000 or about $8 an acre a year for the

one ten year period for which there are figures. Instead of selling the tim-

ber as it stands, the city, cuts it and so gives work to about 100 men the

year around.

At least two thirds of all the forests in Switzerland are owned by

local communities. In Germany, about 20 per cent are owned that way. In

France the communities own about twenty-two per cent of the forests. In

Czecho-Slovakia they own nearer fifty per cent,

Germany has at least 1,500 town-O'wned forests. Five hiindred of those

not only pay all the local expenses, but return the surplus as a bonus to the

citizens. At the same time, they have high recreational value, and serve as

game refuges and bird sanct^oaries.

In France, towns or communities own woodlands to the total amount of

5,000,000 acres. Most of the European countries have many more forests in

town ownership than in this country.

As a rule, the town forest of Europe is iinder some State supervision,
with the forester being paid by the town. Where the towns don't own mills,
the trees are mcorked by the forester and sold to the highest bidder.

The policy is to cut no more in one year than the annual growth of the

whole forest. In that way, cutting can be done every year until the end of
time. It is estimated that the average net profit from the European town
forests is $5,00 an acre a year.

Those European community forests, Kir. Randall says, are usually man-
aged by highl/ trained foresters, who see to it that the land is devoted to

the best paying kinds of trees. They select timber for cutting only when
it has passed its most profitable period of growth. And after cutting, it is

immediately follov/ed by natural or artificial regeneration of young trees of

valuable species.

The idea is to keep timber growing all the time and to so balance the
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cutting of mature trees with the increase from new growth so that the stand-

ing material, the capital stock of the forest, is not diminished.

In some cr-ses, the revenues from European community forests have heen
enough to pay all the taxes, corresponding to our county, town and school

taxes. In fact, in some cases, Mr. Randall sa^^s, the community forest not

only pays those taxes but yieldsa yearly dividend to the householders of the

community in the form of free fuel.

In Orsa parish, in Calecarlia, Sweden, instead of paying taxes, som*^

years the inhabitants have been reported as receiving a dividend in the form
of free seed grain for spring sowing. Since time immemorial, people of that

parish have o-vncd forest lands in common.

Of course, I/r. Ranoall points out, those are just examples of what
other folks have done with community forests. It may be far from possible for

some communities in this country to duplicate any such record as that.

But it is possible in many parts of the United States to buy forest
land almost within a stone's throw of many of our communities and that at

prices much lower than some European coramiinities have paid for bare land.

However tliat may be, with the increasing values of forest products,
and more knowlod,^ about management of forest trees, and better forest fire
protection, and these cheap fore-^.t lands, town and county forests are likely
to increase in number and size, and to become much more important as a source

of our future timber supply.

AMOUNCE^EiTT ; Tlie discussion you have just heard about community forests
cones from the United States Forest Service, The Forest Service is part of
the United States De-oartnent of Agriculture with which this Station
cooperates in presenting the visits WITH UlTCLE SM'S NATURALISTS, every two

weeks.
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CHATS WITH THE ^TTATFER MA^I . RELEASE Friday, .April 3, 1931.

AMTOUNCE?£E!-TT ; And now for our chat 'vith the weather man. Every two weeks,

you know, our old friend Ob. Server, tells us something about the work of

the weather specialists of the United States Weather Bureau and the ever-
facinating subject, the weather Well, see what it is now Go ahead,
Mr. Ob, Server

Well, let's talk about the beautiful flowers and trees down near the

South Pole.

Or rather, let's talk about what talces the place of flowers and trees
in the Polar regions.

I guess most of us picture the Antarctic as one vast stretch of cold,

barren ice terrible in its awful sameness. And so it might seem, but for

the gorgeous colors, and queer circles, and bars, and streamers, and other
optical wonders which blossom in the Antarctic sky.

Llr. William C. Haines, of the United States Weather Bureau, who was
meterologist with the Byrd Arctic and Antarctic expeditions, says it w?s a

pity they didn't take a great artist along to paint the Polar scenery -vith

the brilliant sky coloring which so often relieves the monotony of snow and
ice which covers the landscape. Photography can not catch the coloring, and
the ordinary' camera does not have wide-enough Icnso to take in the curious
patterns of light formed around the sun and moon under certain weather con-

ditions.

According to Mr, Haines, the very coldness of the Antarctic plays a

big part in producing those gorgeous flowers which do so much to make life

end'urable for those who go to the ends of the earth for science sake.

The tiny ice particles in the frigid air of the Antarctic often brcaJc

up the sun light and moon li^t in such a nay as cause r.iany different types
of rings.

Sometimes, trere will be a pillar of light apparently rising from the

sun and branching out at the top. More often there will be a circle or halo
around the sun or .-.-loon. Occasionally, there v/ill be a cross, or even a
cross within a circle and another bigger circle around that. Sometimes these

geometric fi:^res in the air will be still more complicated and on the rims
of the circle, -vill be segments of other circles, with streaks of light
cnlled sun-dogs on goord on each side of the sun.

Mr. Hsines soys these curious designs appear most often when there
are hi^ fleecy clouds in layers in the sky, with sunlight striking the frost

particles in the air.
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The reason thpre is one design at one time, and another at some other

time, Mr. Haines exr'lains, is probably largely due to the vair most of the crys-

tals of ice in the r^ir are turned towarc^ the light* If the light strikes

the greater niinber of these exce°d.ln^ly small six-sided -orisms of ice at one

angle, the li-ht is "oroken uo to form nwij''be one circle, and when these frost

particles oresent a slightly different face to the light the result may be a

double circle or other more intricate design. Just how they are formed,

however, is quite a complicated problem in mcterological ohysics on which

our weather iien have been working for years.

Often these sk^' drawings fade away in a few moments like a rainbow

after a spring; shower. At other tines, they riay linger for hours.

But in addition to these figures , there are the most gorgeous sl^y

colors in the Antarctic than in any other place in the world. Red, and
orange, and yellow, and violet, and green are most often seen. And at the

times of the year when the sun is skirting the horizon all da^^ long just be-

fore it disappears for the long Polar night, you practically get gorgeous sun-

sets for twenty-four hours at a stretch and of such brilliance as to ma.ke the

glory of our western sunsets seem pale by comparison.

Another o' tical phenomena Mr. Haines saw while at the Pyre expedition
weather station in Little America, was that kind of phenomenon known as loom-
ing, which is often also noted at sea.

Due to difference in density of the air, he sa^/'s, li^it rays are so

bent that it is -Dossible to see objects which are actually below the hori-
zon and ordinarily completely out of sight.

Once whilo with a part-''- at several miles from the ba.se st-^tion, and
at a point where the radio towers were normall^/ hidden from view, Mr. Haines
declares he sa^: the towers in plain view in the sky. At another time, other
objects in lev places and hidden behind intervening hills of ice were brought
fully into view t' rough this well-known and curious -henomena.

^ut those things were seen in the sumiTi'jr day of the Antarctic. ITow,

at the time '.ve arc just entering our spring time, the long Polar ni^^ht is

just descending on the vast stretches of Antarctica.

From the latter part of March to t'.e last of ITovember, our South Polar
region is goin-^ through its winter. The sun has disappeared. ~<ut, Mr.

Haines says, don't imagind that the Antarctic is without its "flowers" even
during the Polar ITight, for the famous electro-magnetic phenomena, Aurora
AuLstralis may be seen shim.nering in the sk"/ most any ti.ae the weatViOr is clear.

The Aurora Austral is is the Southern counterpart of the :vell-knovm

ITorthern Lights. I'.r, Haines says, he does not know -.vhich arc the more bril-
liajit of the two.

These lights are seen sometimes as streamers, and sometimes as uavy
c\irtains of v-ri-colorcd li^'t, sometimes as arch-^s or bands of liglit, and
at others --.s strc-^.r.iers running from the horizon up to the zenith.

The color is usually white or greenish rrhite hut occasionrlly bril-
liant hues of green and pink and red -nd violet made their appearpjice.
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S»otlme, the liiHs appear steady ni.d at others the eolors are eha:.glng .-11

the time in a -pulsing movement.

Nor are these displays of shlmnering
^ "^^J 'IJ^-^trrif 'to^ietob;-

Hamas' re=o-ds s-ow that all throuf* the Polar dartaer.s fron A-oril to Ootooe.

tSe l^ora vLlUe on 90 per eent of elear nl^ts or twenty-four neor

"oeriods.

This chat wif.i the weather nan is presented hy station in

with the Unit-3d States Department of Agriculture of which the Weather Bureau

is a part.

i(t<ti*«iittiti





WITH UNCLE SAM'S NATURALISTS Friday, April 10, 1931.

( NOT FOR publication )

Speaking Time; 10 Minutes.

AN?TOUNCE!.'ENT; We will now hear from our Wildsman, as to the results of his
most recent visit with Uncle Sam's Naturalists. This time he has secured

information of importance to hunters who are even now looking ahead to the

opening of the open season on migratory game birds next fall Well, Mr.

WMsman?

—00

—

I suppose all you hunters have heard ahout the new hunting regulations
under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Tliere are some important changes in

the regulations on waterfowl and other migratory game "birds this year.

Colonel H. P. Sheldon, of the Division of Game and Bird Conservation
of the United States Biological Survej'', has just "been explaining them to me.

Of course, you all know, one of the chief reasons for the changes is

the damage the drought did to duclcs and other waterfowl. Sportsmen and game
protectors in nearly all parts of the coimtry seem to agree that the numhers
of waterfowl have "been very much cut down "by food-supply conditions over much
of the breeding range of our chief game birds. The pools don't all have to

dry up completely to kill off many cf the waterfowl food plants. Changes in

the water level and condition of the water have a very decided effect on some
of the Water plants these birds depend on.

Anyway, our bird protectors figure the new regulations will save a
good many birds, and give them a better chance to come back. Tliroughout the
coijuitry, fifteen days has been lopped off the open season. The season was
shortened at the end in nine of the Northern States; at the beginning in seven-
teen of these States; and at both the beginning and the end in four States.
In the southern part of the country, the fifteen days has been talcen off the
end of the season; so the season will end fifteen days sooner than heretofore.

The open season under the new Federal regulations will be from October
the first to December 31 in the States of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rliode Island, Connecticut, all of New Yorlc except Long IslaJid,

Pennsylvania, >7est Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, V/isconsin,
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraslca, South Dalcota, North Dalcota,
Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Idalio, Nevada, California, Oregon, and
Washington.
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Now in that part of Nev? York known as Long Island, and in New Jersey,

Delaware, Oklahoma, Hew Mexico, Arizona, and in north and west Texas, the

open season for waterfowl under the revised regulations will "be from Octoter

16 to January 15» In the south and east parts of Texas the open season will

"be from November 1 to January 15*

The open season will run from Novemher 1 to January 15 in Maryland,

the District of Columbia, Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, and I^ouisiana* while in

Florida, the open season will he from November 20 to January 15, fifteen

days having been taken off the end and nineteen days from the beginning of

the season.

Under the regulation the open season for waterfowl does not include
snow geese in States bordering on the Atlantic Ocean, or Ross's geese and
cackling geese, which look like miniature Canada geese, in their range chiefly
along the western coast.

Of course, that shortening of the season is the big thing. At least,
Mr. Sheldon and the other experts in charge of the regulations hope it will
be the big thing for the ducks and geese.

But there is another new wrinkle in the regiilations this year designed
to give the waterfowl a more decent chance when the first gun is fired by our
army of hunters next fall.

You all know how it is — or how it has been — with o-or army of

hunters starting out before sun-up to beat one another to the ducks. Well,
the bird protectors figure that is neither fair to the ducks nor to the duck
hunters who have to go farther to get to the hunting grounds.

Ducks and other waterfowl soon get wise and waxy, but it has never
been established for certain that they really read the regulations as to when
the season opens. Many are caught by surprise in the cold, gray dawn when
the hunters unlimber their artillery.

This year, however, they will get a shade better break. On the morning
of the first da^'', the birds may liave their breakfast in peace. Under the new
regulations, the hour for the commencement of hunting on the opening da;'' of
the season will be 12:00 o'clock noon. The firing the first day may give
notice of what is coming next morning.

Another nev/ regulation is designed to make wild goose hunting more of
a sporting proposition. In hunting these birds not more than ten live goose
decoys may be used or shot over at ajny one g\inning stand or blind or floating
device.

However, all the changes in the migratory-bird regulations don't have
to do with Waterfowl. There are also new rules in regard to hunting mourning
doves. Althoijgh mo^oming doves don't really mourn, the unfair scheme of
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baiting fields for them has made countless thousands of real sportsmen moiim.

It has resulted in a tremendous slaughter of these "birds, which are easy

enough to kill as it is. In many sections of the co-untry, hunters have fallen
into the practice of getting farmers and others to "bait fields for doves.

Then when the hunters gang £Lro\ind the field, they find it a little too easy

to exceed the Federal limit of twenty-five, and are often tempted to try to

stretch the "bag.

In order to protect the dove supply from such a menace, under the
new regulations this year the himting, killing, or taking of mourning doves

is not permitted on or over, at, or near anj"" area that has been "baited with
salt, with corn, wheat or other grain, or with other foods placed or scattered
thereon.

The most strilcing changes in the Migratory Bird Treaty Act Hegulations
for the coming season, as Mr. Sheldon points them out, are five in num'ber:

First , the seasons are shortened on migratory waterfowl fifteen da^''s; second ,

on the opening dai'' hunting may not begin until noon; third , a limitation is

prescribed on the use of live goose decoys; fourth , it will be unlawful to

hunt mourning doves around or over baited fields; fifth, all shooting of
migratory waterfowl will be unlawful anywhere in the United States after the
piddle of January and at any time during the month of September.

Of course, there are a number of other regulations with which you
hunters should be familiar. However, if you want more detailed information
about the Federal hunting laws you can obtain a copy of the regulations by
writing to the Office of Information, "United States Department of Agriculture,
at Washington, D. C.

00

—

CLOSIITG AITNOUITCEMEI-TT; Our Wildsman has just outlined a few of the striking
claanges in the Federal game bird laws this yee,r. Tliis outline is presented
to its listeners by Station as part of its plan of cooneratinn with
the United States Department of A;';riculture.

m
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AMaUi:CE:.S!:T ; Shakospearc makes his fairy. Puck, say; "111 put a girdle
rouiid acov.t the earth in forty minutes." That is certainly a swift fli^v.t

of fancj'! Lut what the United States 'leather Bureau actually does in
"forty minutes" is not so slow either.' Listen to this Well, It-,

Ob, Server?

A lot of us think we knov/ something about the weather. But '.ir» E. 5.

Calvert, chief of the forecast division of the United States VJeather Bureau,
says that,, even many of us "weather cranks" don't appreciate what the V.'eather

Bureau has to do to collect its observations for the use of its forecasters,
quickly and completely.

Our Teather Bureau maintains 210 stations in the United States, where
observations are made tv/ice a day and promptly telegraphed to the district
forecast centers and to other stations.

Similar observations aire received from 64 Canadian stations, and
from 16 in Alaska, and, during the hurricane season, observations are re-
coi/ed by cable or radio from 21 stations in the Tfest Indies and Central
America, twice a day.

Observations from all these points are filed at approximately
8 o'clock Eastern Standard Time and, with the exception of very few outlying
T/est Indian islands, all these observations are received at the foracast
centers md other stations using them within one hour's time.

In fr.ct, I.ir, Calvert says, SO per cent of the observations arc re-
ceived end charted within the space of 40 minutes.

That means the filing, and transmission, and delivery of about 15,000
messa-;c3 inside of an ?iour. That is 30,000 messages each day during the

two hours, morning and evening.

* * :)c * i(c * 4c 4: He

Speed is the subject of my story.

Telegraph, telephone, cable, and radio are used.
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From the 210 stations in the United States, the messages arc shot
into one of the two distribution centers, Chicago and New York. Trom
Chicago or New York each of those messages is wired out again to the number
of stations designated to receive it. For forty minutes to an hour tv;ice

each da.;)-, v/eather messages rush over the wires in a continuous strcaifi.

The 15 Alaskan station reports are collected by radio and sent by
cable to Ser.ttle and then forwarded by overland telegraph to Chicago,

The 64 Canadian reports are collected at Toronto and forwarded by
telegraph to the two centers at Chicago and ITew York and distributed in the
same manner as the reports from United States stations.

At Chiccigo 25 telegraph employees, and at New York 15, do nothing
but handle TTeather Bureau messeiges darring these regular twice a day periods.
As each message comes in, it is quickly passed to duplicators who copy it

on ready-addressed and prepared forms for all stations which ore to receive
it. In some cases 60 other stations are to get it, in others 80, in others
100 or more. Messenger boys on skates snatch up the copies as they are
prcp^xed md whizz them to the telegraph operators who wire them out again
to the many str.tions.

A single example will give you some idea of the speed of all this.

Mr. Calvert says he has checked up on this many times. A message is filed
in, say Abilene, Texas. In from four to seven minutes after the weather
message is filed at the Abilene office, it has already been received at

Chicago, and wired out o^ain to the 140 other stations designa,ted to ^ct
that particular report Hov; do they do it.'

Of course, those messages are in code. The code is not for secrecy.
It is for speed rjid economy. The average length of those 30,000 messr^-cs
a day, is only six code words. But at that, those messages mean the sending
and receiving of nearly 180,000 weather words each day.

If a code was not used, it would toke an average of about fifteen
words to convey the scune informo.tion in plain language, or about 2-| times
as many words. It would not only cost more and take more time to send
those 450,000 words a day, but it would actually take tremendously more
timo to scrji the messages in plain langua^-e than it does to decode. The
messages as now received can be translated by our Weather Bureau men as
fast as a mrji can talk.

Here is one of those messages as it actually cnme over the v;irc in

code. See what you can make of it:

JERSZY ICUGGS DIFFORM TO&GING GASSING KINDLE TTABASH CLODDYS VZRliAIZY

Sounds like a senseless jumble of meaningless words doesn't it.

Yet the T/eathor Bureau men readily road that message as saying,
"Atlantic City, New Jersey, the barometer roads 29.50, and tha teinpcrat\ire

forty. The wind blowing from northeast, state of the weather raining.
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lowest tcnrpcrature d-uring the night thirty-eight. At 8 P.M. of the

previous day the pressure was 29.98 and mnximum temperature yesterdn,y forty-
ci^^ht. The v/ind blowing forty two railos an hour, with .85 inch proci^oi-

tation during the preceding 24 hours. Pressure falling, fell. 04 inch in

preceding 2 hours. Thunderstorms begrji during the hour preceding the

hour of ohscrvation and continuing at the time of observation. Fev/ r.in'.'bus

clouds moving rapidly from the northeast. Maximum wind velocity sin^c

previous observation of fifty two miles an hour from the northeast."

All those facts and figures told in nine code words] Do you wonder
they use code?

To the weather man, the position of those code words is the chief
guide. He knows the first word stands for the name of the sending station.

The second vrord gives the barometer and thermometer readings, the third

word direction of the wind, and so on. The scone word in a different
position '.vould be translated as covering some other phase of the observation.

The United States used a word code, because words lend themselves

more readily to the detection of errors and because words are more
economical than groups of figures would be. Groups of five figures, for

instance, ccJi be sent by cable or radio as one word, but under the system
of telegraph charges in this country, each figure would be counted .as a
separ?.te v;ord.

In Duropc, however, the system is different, and the Europepji

m.eterological services use figures to represent the weather data xxipon v;hich

forscasts are based. The figure-codes are a little shorter, but more liable
to errors than the word code.

But the different countries of Europe had different figure-codes.
For yer,rs it was recognized tliat there should be an international code so

weather reports could be plainly read by all nationa. It was readil;'- seen
that for international reports, it would be impractical to use v;ords. ITot

only would nationa fail to agree on the words but to use words from any
language would require some knowledge of the language used by everybody
CO '.corned. A figure code was essent ial,that was agreed. But the difiTiculty

was in getting nations to agree what data should be included in the code and
the order or arrangement. Last year at Copenh-agen, Denma,rk, Mr. Calvert
repr.-'seiitcd this country at a conference of the v.'orld's meterological
services which finrJly agreed on an international v/eather code. ITov; all

international exchange of weather reports between this country and Europe,
and between the various countries of Europe, and between vessels in the
Atlrjitic and Pcac if ic is in the international figure code.

''.*hen the Graf Zeppelin flew around the world a couple of yerxs ago,

she was forced to t?ke 31 different weather code books to read the noeded
weather ners.

If she took the srjno trip nov/, she would need only tv/o code books, one

for land station r eports, and one for the ship reports.
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AIJNOU!'TCI]M!IICT : You have just hcrurd o. discussion of weather codes -^.nd the
other speedy means by which observations arc gathered from all over the
country in the remarkable space of forty minutes. This chat v,'ith the
weather rnrji comes to you from Station in cooperation v/ith the United
States Dojartment of iigriculture.
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( NOT FOR PUBLICATION )

Spealcin^ Time; 10 Minutes.

ANNOUNCEMENT; This is the day for another of our little adventures into the

wild. Our WMsman has "been on another of his visits with Uncle Sam's naturalist

of the U. S. Department of Agriculture and again "bring us word of some of the

recent findings about oiir wild life. Well, Mr. Wildsman?

—00

—

Listen.* I want you to hear a story of wild life, as told to the

accompaniment of the "aurmuring of innumerable bees."

Maybe you don't think of honey bees as wild — that is, unless you have

recently had that fact thrust upon you by a bee itself.

Bees have been associated with man for thousands of years. Tliey were
probably among the first things to add sweetness to the hard life of our
prehistoric ancestorp. Certainly, they have been handled and used, and, in a
meas\ire, controlled t)y man since the dawn of history.

We generally think of them as among our domesticated livestoct Their
remarkable social life and industry'' have been extolled in song and story for
ages. Yet, in spite of all that ajid in spite of the handling, and all the
association with m&n down the ages, Mr. J. I. Hambleton, in charge of the bee
culture laboratory of the United States Department of Agriculture, says that

honey bees are still untamed. They are just as wild as they ever were.

And when the time comes to swarm, no matter how many model homes the
beekeeper may provide for them, they will head off to the woods. On the other
hand, you can go into the woods, discover a bee tree, capture the bees and put
them in e hive of your own choosing, and in a few days they will be happily
and contentedly at work.

Go into the woods in most any part of this country'', and you will find
bees living in the wild. Yet when the white man first came to this co^jntry,

Mr. Hambleton says, there was not a honey bee anywhere in all America. The
ancestors of all our wild honey bees were brought over from the Old V7orld. The
Indians called them "the white man's flies."

Mr, Hambleton and his assistants have studied the habits of this wild
livestock of o^ars for years. And from what he says it seems that the individual
honeybee unde** two weeks old, that is, the nurse bee, is not such a model of
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industry as is the old field Dee# tele duty of the field bees is to gather

nectax and pollen, and this they do with everlasting energy from the first

break of dawn until the last rays of the setting sun. The duties of the nurse

bees are many and, strangely enough, no one nurse bee seems to finish any job

it starts. It will start one thing, then switch off to something else, then

go on to another Job. The nurse bees as individuals apparently work in a hap-

hazard way that vTould be the despair of any efficiency expert. The marvel,

however, is that for all these, what most of us might call "slipshod methods,"

the work of the hive goes smoothly on with perfect harmony at all times.

Traffic jams caused by many bees wanting to do the same thing at the same time

are unloiown. It is only through the marvelous perfection of its organization

that a colony of bees can gather the nectax from the countless flowers and

convert it into honey, a food which is as good as it is old, and which has

graced the tables of our forbears since the creation of time.

But in slack seasons, our famous bu^iy bees easily acquire the habit of

stepping from the straight and narrow path of honest industry. They turn

robbers. Bandit bees from strong colonies force their way into the hives of

weaker colonies, and overcome the guards at the door, drive out the weaker

bees, and seize their stores.

Mr. riambleton was also telling me of a bee-keeper who went away and left

a little honey house filled with honey in his yard. Knowing that bees will
find their way even through a key-hold, he stopped up the key-hole. It was
still stopped up when he got back, but when he opened the door, the honey was
gone. The mystery was soon solved. The bee burglars had entered by way of

the chimney. That shows you what a keen sense of smell bees have.

In fact, their sense of smell seems to be the bee's main reliance inside
the hive. The gioaxd bees at the hive entrance are able to detect the xndits
by their odor. Th&t is not because robbers are in bad odor, but because each
bee colony has a distinctive smell readily recognized by the bees from any other
colony. And the queen bee, who is virtually a prisoner of the workers rather
than the head of the government, has an odor peculiar to herself. In fact,

these various odors are apjjarently highly important in determining the instinc-
tive reactions of the bees in the hive. There is no head, no boss, no ruler;
but take away the queen, and the change is promptly discovered by the change
in odor within the hive.

However, don't imagine that bees rely altogether on their sense of

smell. Their sense of sight seems to be highly useful in hunting for the
flowers from which they get the nectar and pollen which they carry to the hive.

Mr. Ilambleton says that experiments performed at the bee cultuire labora-
tory show that bees have a very marked sense of color, which is remarlcably like
our own, within the range of colors our eyes can see. But bees can see beyond
the range of humaji eyes. Within our visible range, they prefer the yellow-green
as we do. But they can see ultra-violet light rays we can not see. Since many
flowers reflect ultra-violet light from their surface, Mr. Ilambleton holds that
the bees' ability to see in the ultra-violet may be an important guide to them
in selecting flowers for their nectar supply.
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However, oxxr hoAey be^e today probably respond in all things just as

they did ages ago. Man hasnU changed them a "bit by working with them.

That, Mr. liambleton says, is because man has had no control over their

mating, as he has with other animals.

Bees do a remarkable Job, but bee-keepers can see where improvements in

these children of the wild would be highly desirable. For instance, an im-

proved model bee might be one with a wider wing spread, and a more strongly

muscled thorax; one built to fly farther and carry heavier loads of pollen and

nectar at each trip.

After the worker bee has passed through the various stages of its

apprenticeship at the various classes of work inside the hive, its life as a

field worker is only about four weeks. Longer-lived bees might prove an

advantage.

Then every bee-keeper would like to get hold of bees more resistant to

the diseases which sometimes sweep through colonies and cause heavy losses.

And, of course, there is the matter of disposition — most aJiy bee man
would like to see improvements in the disposition of bees.

It is not that there are not differences between different races, and
colonies, and individuals, in all these respects. Por instance, some race? are
much easier to handle than others. Others are more aggressive. And it lias been
long noted ohat hybrids are more aggressive than either of the parent stocks.

The trouble has been in getting the wild drones and the wild queen bees
to mate in captivity. Effort after effort to do selective breeding b; ontrol
of the wild nuptial flight has failed.

I say , that has been the trouble. About three years ago, however, a bee
scientist, formerly employed by the United States Bee Culture Laboratory, dis-
covered a means for the artificial fertilization of queen bees.

That discovery, Mr. Hambleton says, gives a key to the hitherto
puzzling problem of bee improvement. It may be many years before the experi-
ments with this new method reach a point where their results can be applied by
the average bee breeder. But at last, after untold centuries of work with
honey bees, there seems to be some prospect that we nay really domesticate
the wild honey bee.

CLOSniG AITtTOUITCIMEITT; You have just heard a discussion of the untamed honey
bee. This talk with Uncle Sam's Naturalists is presented by Station in
cooperation with the United States Department of Agriculture.
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AI'T^IOUIICSl/IENT ; And now for our chat with the weather man J leather is a
subject that's always fresh as fresh as the dew on a "bright May morning

Let's listen to what our old friend Oh. Server has to say ahout the work
of the United States Weather Bureau and other v/eatlier services around
this old world of ours Tell, Mr, Oh. Server?

i)c itci«c ]|i i(( 4i )|i

I guess .uost all of us have swapped weatl'er talk with the neigh "bors

at one tine or another.

That's what I want to talk about; swap'ping weather reports.

I venture to say a lot of ^'ou traded observations on the weather this
morning. I^'be j'-ou ran across a friend from another part of the county, and
compared notes on the weather. Or raa3/be it^/wi?h yo-ur next door nei^ibor,

Well, from what Mr. A. J. Haidle, of the forecast division of the
United States Teather Bureau tells me, nations do soiT.ething of the same sort.
Only it is not casual exchange of information, at odd tirfics, in chance encount-
ers, as it is with most of us. Nations swap weather talk with nei^ibor nations
as a regular thing over;,'- day and in a systeriatic way. Tlic United States, for
instance, gives other nations the reports on our conditions, and we ^^t their
reports in return. In that way, we get weather observations every daj' from
all around the v/orld.

Everv' day, l^r, Haidle draws a weather map of the entire ITorthorn half
of the world based on our observations and those we get from other cO'jntries
by cable and radio. And on this subject of weather, nations are vei~; nei^i-
borl.y. Each helps the other and is in t-arn helped by the wcat'\er information
it gets, in return. Wliile o^or './eather Bureau prepares tliis world-wide map
from which our forecaster interprets the general weather outlook in this
country for a week ahead, other weather services sire making similar maps of
world wea-ther conditions for their forecasters.

For inst^ce, lAr. Kaidle showed me the map he "/lad made on a certain
day on the basis of reports from this and other countries. We then looked
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up a similar map of the entire Northern Hemisphere as drawn that same day "by

the German raeterological office in Famhurg, Germany, We laid those two maps,

drawn the same day one in Tashington, and the other in Hamburg, side hy side.

They were almost exactly alike. The general areas of clear weather and the

centers of storms, the "Highs" and "Lows" with those attendant lines circling

about them had been accurately located by the different map makers working

thousands of miles apart.

Of course, the Herman weather map men had European conditions shown in

a little more detail, because they get more observations in Europe than are

considered necessary to send in the trans-oceanic exchange of weather infor-

mation. On the other hand, our ITorthem Hemisphere weather map shows condi-

tions in the United States with a little more detail.

In the main, however, the exchange of observations gives each of the

world's chief meterological services the information by which its experts can

chart a practically complete and accurate picture of weather conditions the

world around.

Here is how the swapping is done:

Twice a da;s at 11 A.M. and 11 P.M , o-or United States Weather Bureau
sends direct to Paris by radio a selected set of some 75 weather reports from

the chief weather stations scattered throu^out the United States, Canada,

Alaska, Greenland, and the West Indies, and from ships at sea in the North
Atlantic west of 35 degrees and in the Pacific Ocean. At Paris, those reports

from this side are rebroadcast from the Eiffel Tower, and picked up tr.' such

of the twenty-two raeterological services of Europe as do not copy the bulletins
direct. Many of them do. The reports are used in forecasting and weather
study by the different countries.

A similar collection of reports on European conditions has been as-
sembled at Paris and forwarded from there to this covmtry by radio. Recently,
however, it was found that better reception could be obtained through the

British Meterological Office and the Rugby, England, radio station.

So now, twice a day, at 9 P.M, and 10 A.M., Greenwich Mean Time, the

weather reports covering conditions over Europe, northern Africa, parts of

the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics, and Asia, and the North Atlantic
oceein east of longitude 35 degrees, as recorded at 36 weather stations of
different nationalities, are gathered by the British Meterological Office at

London and forwarded to this countr;/ througli the British radio station at

Rugby.

Mr. Haidle sa^'s that reports from stations along the river Nile in
Egypt and on the Red Sea aJo now included among those used in making the daily
chart of the Northern Hemisphere at our United States Weather Bureau,

Next year, throu^ the courtesy of the Portugese government we maj''

get several reports from the Cape Verde Islands off the west coast of Africa.
That report will be forwarded by wa^^ of Lisbon to the Azores by radio, and
then cabled directly to Washington, and Mr, '"'aidlc estimates that it may prove
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of immense value in forecas:ing the approach of tropical hurricanes. The
Cape Verde Islands are near what is considered as practically the hirthplace
of many of the tropical st )rms which sometimes sweep our South Atlantic and
Gulf coast.

On the other side of the world, we also get a n\amt)er of observations
used to make up our wor'td-wide weather map. Ships following the Great Circle
route along the coast of Alaska to Japan and China send in reports. And of
course, we get report r, from Hawaii and Guam and the Phillipines. And a series
from Japan and this wsather service reaches even into the center of China.

In fact, if ;-ou could glance at the chart as Mr. Haidle draws it each
day, you would see that we now have a practically complete weather map of the
Northern Hemisphere except for parts of northern Russia and Siberia. Of
course, a lot can happen to/storm moving across the vast stretches of the
Pacific, but Mr. Haidle tells me that observations made in the eastern Asia
often give our forecaster good tips as to what is coming our way in the way
of weather.

As yov. know, the general movement of storms in the Northern Hemisphere
is usually from west to east. What is coming to the west of us is highly
important to our forecasters. And so it is with the nations of Europe, That
is one big reason our weather reports are so important to them. What we are
getting shows their forecasters what they may expect. Then too, many of the
countries of Europe are so small, it is necessarA-- that they have reports from
other countries in order to get an,y advance notice on storms at all.

In regard to the weather, we are all neighbors. All nations find it
to their mutual advantage to be nei^borly and swap information on that very
vital subject, the weather.

AN^TOUNCE^fflNT : Once every two weeks, this Station presents these
chats with the weather man. The information comes direct from the United
States Department of Agriculture of which the United States Weather Bvireau
is a part.
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As wise King Solomon once sang, "the winter is past; the rain is

over and gone; the flowers aor)ear on the earth; the time of the singing of birds
is come, and the voice of the turtle-dove is heard in our land." To-day our
Wilds Han is going to tell us about how Uncle Sam's Natviralists keep track of

the cctnin;-;s and goings of birds; big ones and little ones, tame ones and f-ame

ones, singers and squawkers Well, Hr. 7ilds lian?

With -'11 the folks who are flitting around in autO'tiobiles these days, it
is a big enoTogh job to keep up with our migrritory humans.

But Just think of the job of keeoing track of our more than four billion
birds I Even in a general way.

There are more than seven hundred different species of birds, to say
nothing of the sub-species, in this country. Some are strong, swift flyers, other
are slow, clumsy flyers; but they all kivo \^ings; and most of them move about,
more or less, from place to place.

Of course, you know, there are birds like the cardinals that seem to
stay all their lives within a few rail^s of the next in v'hich they were hatched.
But even our old friends the mourning; doves move about from State to State, and
so do the robins, ind the wrens, and the swallov^s, and scores upon scores of
others. Many of our ducks and geasc nest in Alaslca and Canada.

Ri;^ht now we ?ro in the midst of the season of he-'vy traffic in our air
lanes, as the hundreds of different kinds of birds are winging their way to
their summer homes.

For many years, now, the United Stnt^.s Biological Survey has been studying
the migratory movements and geo ,Taphic distribution of birds "What difference
does it make?" you say.

"i-iay be there are a few more of some kinds this year in our ysird or in
the neighboring fields or woods. Or -lay be there are fewer of other kinds.

—

"What difference does this make?"

—oOo-

Of course, you arc not thinking of our food and gnmo birds when you ask
that. How they are doing on othor parts of their range nay have whole lot to
do with your hunting next season.
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But Jugt where d') the different birds come from? .Ind '.vhcro do they go?

Some birds are disaonci'.ring in certain sections. Others -^re coming in. And

reuiember, many of thos^ birds filling the air '."ith r.iusic around your place may
also be filling their jfittle ntonachs v;ith the insects th.nt da-iage the crops.

Others may be feastin|5 oh j'-our best fruit. Docs this kind need protection?

There are a thou3<»nd and one questions you might ask. Sone birds at ti:nes

arc a liability, Trdfcn by and lar^e, however, the birds of this country, and
those that sunv:er here, and nest farther north, and those that nerely pass
through are a trenondhusly ir.portant asnet, estimated to be v;orth millions of

dollars annually.

As I said, ttie United States Biological Survey keeps track of the past
and present ranges *nd distribution of birds, fror. the totally extinct passenger
t)igcon and the gro/itly reduced v/ild turkeys to such newcomers as the fast-spreading
starling that was brought here from Europe a fev/ decades ago.

There are %ome ^00 volunteer bird observers who make regular seasonal
reports to the Biological Survey on the different species as they shov up in their
comn;unities. •• 7h*jy re-oort the date when the first bird arrives in spring, and when
that kind of bi^^d becaiies conr.on. ^at tine the saT.e kind of bird first ap-oeared
in other seacon^ji and whether or not it breeds in that section are also noted upon
the record.

From th.e record of these volunteer re-iorts and fror": the literature on the
subject, the iistribution of practicall.y all the more than seven hundfed s-oecies
has been nap;'»ed, with a separate r.ia-o shov/ing the range of each species in this
country and, in many cases, the ran^e over the entire continent. Hany of these
reports com-i fron Alaska and Canada and sor.e fror. Ilexico and other countries to
the south

.

In Addition to those records, the United States Biological Survey has
hundreds ^f thousands of cards recording r-igration re-oorts fron its 1800 authorized
bird handlers. 3ach year, these 1800 volunteer ^^orkers are per.r.itted to trap all
sorts of birds, place little nu:-:bered alir.in-ji- cuffs or bands on their legs, and
then lot them go again,

This doesn't hurt the bird. The light alu. inborn Tiarker is little if any
inconvenience. Very r.any of these banded birds fl"'- a"ay and are never heard of
again,

^

Each of these bands, however, has upon it the words "Notify U. S. Biological
Survey, Washington, D. C." In case anyone finds a banded bird, dead or alive, ho
is requested to report the band nM..:bex' an:', the ^lace where the bird was found.

Naturally, -ar^y of the reports are sent in by hunters who have killed the
birds. But the records of the Biological Stirvey contain reoorts of birds that
have met their end in Lvan:' peculiar ways. Some are killed by storms, others are
killed by automobiles. One sea gull was hilled by a gplf ball. That golfer made
a "birdie" all right I
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When a banded bird is rGr)ortod fo\ind, the nur.bcr is looked up on the cards

and in a 'lonont it can be deteruncd just where the bird was banded, and the

exact date on which it was released and by whom. Ir. this way, Uncle San's

naturalists are gradually accunulating r^any ir.T)ort%nt facts -^bout bird rr.ovenents

to and from their feeding and breeding and wintering grounds.

Several years ago, an expedition was sent into the Yukon re^^ion of Alaska

to band ducks and geese on their breeding grounds. Later by .r.eans of the re-

covered bands from birds killed by hunters, the travel routes of these waterfov/l

across the open sea to British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, and to feeding grounds

in California was clearly traced.

Ducks banded on the narshes of the Be^r River Migratory Bird Refuge in

Utah, have been recovered at so nany widely separated points as to prove that

region to be a concentration point for the waterfowl that go to states in all

the surrounding region.

In like fashion, the routes followed by nany other birds hpvc been dis-

covered. A chinney swift banded one fall in Georgia w-^s taken next Jime in New
Har.pshire. A robin banded in Minnesota was taken r;ore than a ye.?r later in

Mexico. A corr.on tern banded in Maine was found on the west coast of Africa.
A great blue heron banded in Minnesota was killed in Panar.a,

In the past ten years, by noans of bird banding, we have learned nore of

the travel routes follaved by the different birds than ever before. But it will

take r.any years nore to solve nany of the ni.:;ration problens.

And there still ronains the great nystery as to v/hat controls the going and
cor.ing of birds and how it is that sor.:o birds will come back to the sa^r.e orclmrd
nnd the sa'ne tree year after year.

However, niigratory birds do occasionally ^et lost. Sone wander off their

course. And the accidents to bird traffic sor.etirr.es becone terrible disasters.
Recently, a stem in Wyoning destroyed thousands of birds. Lights often lure

birds off their coiorse, and hundreds saietir.es destroy ther.selves in their con-
fusion around light-houses.

And the less spectacular traffic accidents also take a trenendous toll.

In ever increasing nuir.bers, the U. S, Biological Siirvey r>en renort accidents
between our gourist autonobile traffic and slov/ flying birds. Thousands of birds
are killed by autonobiles each year. Sone of these accidents are •'onavoidable , but
Uncle San' s naturalists seen to thinlc that r^ny such fatal accidents could be

prevented by nore thought for the birds on the part of notorists. Let's give
the birds a chance.

—oOo

—

,

AMOUNCHGIIT

;

Station presents this feat\ire, "With Uncle San's
Nat-oralists once every two weeks. This talk gives us a close-up on sa-.e of the
work being done by the Biological Survey of the United States Demrtnent of
Agriculture,
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ANNOUNCMENT

:

Your old friend, Ob. Server, seems to be all up in the air. He

has been having another of those chats with the weather men of the United States
Weather Bureau. I guess it must be what they told him, that started him up
How about it, Mr. Ob. Server?

oOo

Yes, Mr. Leroy T. Samuels, of the a^rological division of the United States
Weather Bureau, has been telling me about how our weather experts find out about
conditions in the upper air.

By "upper air" we mean anything from 65 feet above ground on up as high
as there is any air. Of course, they haven't got the records th-^t high yet; but
it is surprising how high they have gone in some cases.

It is not such a simple matter to get the -oiain facts about the temperatur
and the h-jmidlty, and the speed and direction of the wind way un aloft there.

I guess the first man to make "upper-air" observations was some fellow
lying on his back watching the clouds go drifting by. The clouds give a simple
means of getting the direction of the wind at the level where they are.

Of course, our weather experts hp.ve improved on that system of watching
the clouds. They have an instrument which is chiefly a black mirror mounted on
a level st?nd out in the open where the mirror will reflect as much of the sky as
possible. The motion of the image of a passing cloud seen in the mirror shows
the direction the cloud is moving; th-^t is, the direction of the wind. That
mirror is mounted in a frame marked in degrees, and there is a movable sighting
device, and Hr. Sa-nuels tells me that if they kno\'? the height of the cloud, they
can easily compute the speed with which it is moving, from the distance the cloud
image moves across the mirror in a given time.

But that brings up the question; How are you going to know how high the
cloud is?

Well, did you ever see a toy balloon get away from a baby on the way to
the circus? Anyhow, as you may know, the weather men at our commercial air
fields let loose little balloons to find the height of the clouds or "ceiling"
for air travel. The balloons are inflated to a certain size and rise at an even
rate. It is merely a matter of following the b-^lloon with the eye and timing it
^antil it loses itself in the clouds to get a good estimate of the height of the
clouds

.
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Ceiling balloon observations are rather recent developments for practical

use when clouds are low. On the average, those balloons are watclne d until about

a half mile up. The record ceiling balloon observation in this country is two

ailes up.

But suopose there are no clouds? How are you going to tell about the

speed and dii*ection of the wind when there are no clouds? and at the levels

where there are no clouds?

The so-called "pilot" balloon observ;\tions take care of that. In those

observations, \7ind direction and velocity is determined by watching sn:all

balloons through telescopic instruments r.uch like a surveyor's transit. The

balloons are inflated to a certain size and lift as determined by "weighing"

on special scales. Barring leaks, it is known fron tests that those balloons

will rise at a certain even rate, per r.inute. By keeping the instrument sighted

on the balloon and reading the angles from minute to ninute, our surveyors-of-

the-wind ,^et the data needed to find the horizontal speed at which the balloon

and wind which carries it move.

On the average, pilot balloons get the wind facts up to three niles high.

In unusually clear air, the powerfiil little magnifying instruments have followed

them a horizontal distance of UO r.iles* The record height reached by a pilot

baloon in the United States is about 21 riles- The world's record is 2k r.iles

up.

All very well for the wind, you say? How about the temperature and

humidity way up there?

Well, our weather nen get those records too.

To do it, they use sounding balloons, which are about twice the diar.oter

of the pilot belloons. The sounding balloons carry automatic devices for writing

a record of the te.r.perature and humidity, and pressure of the air through which

the balloon passes.

Mr. Sar..uels showed me one of those clever little instruinents . I wished

you all could see it. The contr?ction and expansion of a little piece of metal

attached to a pen draws the record of the ter.perature. The humidity record is

made by a few human hairs which stretch or shrink a wee bit according to the

moist-ure in the air. In so doing, they move another pen. The paper wound on a

cylinder moves slowly p^st the pens by means of clock-work.

Mr. Sav-.uels says the avera.^e height reached by soiinding balloons is nine

miles. The world's record is 22 miles. That's rather high, and awful cold. At

around I30 degrees below zero, any ink would freeze, so smoked paper is used to t-

the tracings, which show the ups and down of te -perature and moist-ore in the air.

Those sounding balloons ex^oand as they rise and finally burst. The records

are brought down by parachute. Th;^t is one of the best ways of getting records
of extreme heights. One trouble with it is in recovering the instruments and
records; especially in rough country.

In order to get similar records for practical every-day knowledge of the
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air at lesser levels, and get then pror.ptlj'-, owe weather nen use ca-otive balloons

and kites which carry the recordin^j instrur.'.ents . On the aver^^'o, they ^et records

of conditions up to two riles above the earth by kites and by captive balloons.
The record for captive balloons is 2| nilcs up, w.iile records have been obtained
in this country with kites up to ?iles.

But as you nay know, big balloons carrying -'.en h?vo gone •nuch higher than

that. In fact, weather records have been obtained in free r.anned balloons up to

r.ore than 8 r^iles high. Of course, sending r.en up in free drifting balloons
^vould be too expensive and uncertain a thing for regular '7eather observation.

HoFevor, airplanes carrying v/eather recording instrunents have £onQ norc
than S r.iles high, even higher than -lanned balloons* Airplanes can and are being
used to get day by day records of the ^'eother conditions at different lor:or

levels nost important for forecasting conditions along our air-v/ays. In fact,
Mr. Se-".uels tells no that even no'.v airolane observations are being substituted for
sone of the kite stj^tion observations. The United States Weather Bureau is con-
tracting with air-nen to rake regul-^r daily ut) and down tri-os, which can get the
weather facts r.uch -.-.ore quickly than kites can be flo^^n to the desired heights.

Another promising riethod being tried out in Fr=inco by the ?rench
neterological o;:Yice, is the use of radio sounding balloons carrying light,
autoEjatic short-wave radio-tolegraohic transr.-.itter whereby signals giving indicati
of pressure and te .porature nay be received on the ground ^vhile the balloon is
going up. That .-.ethod gives the '^^eatlier nen on the ground alnost i:?::ediate
knoT'led^-e of the conditions through which the balloons mss.

M0UNC3.Ij^TT

;

You h^ve just heard sov^ething of how the United States leather
Bureau and other -cterologic=»l services roach for f'^cts in the urjpor air. St?tior.

will present anoth-^r ch t with the weather ran, two weeks fro-: to-day.
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V^I?E LUC 13 S.CS ^TATURALISTS P.riday, May 22, 19ol.

ABT0U:tC21;!SI.IT : And now for i\ visit with Uncle Sson's Natiiralists. Ov.r

V/ilds I!c.n has heeded the admonition of Solomon to "go to the ant, thou
sl^j/;rard, consider her ways and be wise." Ke has been to the spcjcialists
of the United States Department of A^^-ric\ilture v/ho knov/ the ways of the
iuit ^ell, I^r. Wildsmanl

Host of us renew oujt acquaintance with ants about this time of
the ycor.

Some of the ants may join you at a picnic spread. Others may
not ponr.it you to rest on a lo^ in the woods. You notice the mounds of
still other kinds ri£:ht in yo'or path, or your bricicwalk, or your lav/n.

You discover a thin red line streaming across the pantry shelves to-./ard

the sui.ar bowl.

It is very evident that we have a lot of ants, a lot of different
kinds of ants, found in a lot of different places.

T.'o have a lot of ants right in many of our houses. In some cases,
^"-y S'^t so bad and do so much dcuaage folks just have to movj out.

Dr. E, A. Back, head of the division of the United Statos Department
of Agriculture v/hich deals with household insects, tolls mo that practically
all o"ar house-ants came from the tropics. That's v/hy they take to houses,
to keep warm in cold clirnates. Ants have shipped as stowav/ays on trading
ships to all parts of the Y/orld» The Argentine ant, which does so much
damage in the South, probably'- came on coffee ships to Hew Orleans from
Brazil, The little red ant 1-cnown as Pharaoh's ant crossed the seas so
long ago nobod;/ knov/s just v/here it did start from.. Most of our house
ants cam.e from the Old World, however.

Once on land, they naturally spread only a few hundred foot each
year, although sometimes ants are carried considerable distances by winds.
Bat one of the chief ways of getting around from place to place is in our
"side-door Pullman" and by other means of hitch-hiking.

Of course, we have native llorth American ants. But they -.re more
out—door ants, though sometimes some of them will make raids on dwelling
house larders. That is, most of them are outdoor ants. The little thief
ant of our northern and Eastern States is a true house pest.

The little thief ant is not as much of a pest in hman Ixabitations
r.s it is in the homes of other ants, however. Thief ants come by their
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nar.ie honestly, but that seems to be about all they get honestly. They

have a habit of living in the walls of the underground hall-ways and roans

Y/hich form the ho:nes of other and larger ants. The little thioves move

about freely and kill and eat . the yoxmg of the bigger ants. The mcsagos
into the thieves quarters are so small, the bigger ants csui't ret through
the:::

.

But evidently, thief ants were not the kind King Solomon v/ac

thinking about when he -ave his famous advice to lazy humans.

I guess most of us think of the busy bees as being the last v;ord

in r.ocial organization; but as Solomon knew some of the ants have a more
marvelous and more highl;>'' organized society than you find in a color;/ of

bj8s. Like honey bees, ants have distinct castes, and divide up the work,
and all work together in the most perfect harmony and accord. The ants
you ordinarily see in houses are the neuters or worker ants. The ant colony
has bi.^ wingloss female or "queen" ants, and at times produces the \7inged

male and female ants v/liich aLnost immediately^ ta3re their nuptial flight.
T.-.j ;.-iales soon perish, and the females tear off their wings and sot about
to crtablish nev/ colonics in much the same wa^r as docs the queen bee.

Our common American lavm art, , a dozen nxDunds of which you con often
s::o in one squa.re yard of lav/n surface, is not only a lawn pest, a^d
sometimes gets into the c,roceries in the kitchen, but also has an interest-
ing habit which often causes considerable damage in the flower and
vegetable ~arden.

That is, those connon Ap.ericr^n lawn ants keep "cows" and pasture
them on the plants. Tlieir cows are the aphids or plant lice which suck
the .juices from the stems aiid roots of the garden plants. The ants actually
:;et that juice or "honeydetr" by practically "milking" those other insects.
That is, the plajit lice let them stroke them, and when they do, the plant
lice £,ive up the honeydew to the ants.

T/hat's more, the entomologists tell me, the ant herders protect the
aphids and drive av/ay predatory insects. They keep aphids penned up, and
carry them and put them on the roots of plants. They take them to pasture,
as it were. And the ants remove the earth from the surface of tho roots
and build runways around thorn, so the aphids will be able to get to their
forac:c readily.

Some ants often build little sheds of earth to protect their Ccittle,
The ants care for the eggs of the aphids over winter, shifting them r.bout,

as they do their ov;n young, from upper to lower rooms according to changes
in temperature and moisture in the ground.

All that is mighty nice for the ants and aphids — the ants get
the surplus honeydew food and the aphids get the care and attention, out
it is not always so good for the plants.

There are other kinds of ants with other activities just as
interesting. No wonder Solomon was fasciriated by their industry. Ants
have been a fascination to many men; and an cxasperatioc to many more.
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There are ants in our Southwest v/hich harvest mature ^riss seed,

cr.rr^' the seed to their nestc, remove the husks, and store the ediolc

ker.ielG in granaries for future use. The chaff is cleared av/ay; -or all

•^ts G"Jt?nd a f-^ood bit of tine l^epin..- their homes and thons-'lvss cl3an

'joarl in sanitary condition.

But those harvester aiits con't reen so wonderful to us, ;\s those

j^ardenor ants. Yes, sir, there are actually ants which raise low forr.is

of -jilant life kin to mushrooms and molds. They plant the vardon, propare
the soil, rcop out the weeds, and oat the products of their own (gardens.

The quoon ant starts the undergro'ond p;arden, out the workjrs carry
it on, Tl":cy bring ip leaves, and other substances which they find suitable
for r.ian-dre for the new f;arden. The job of weeding the garden falls to the

GT-iallcst v;orkers — as some small boys claLm it does in some of the /jardens

of our humans in the suburbs. These so-called "mushroom gardens" are

really cultivated. The fun-^us grovm develops large heads not found out-

side the -ir.ts' gardens.

T'ell, entomologists can tell you even more Y/onderful things tlian

these about ants. There are "soldier" ants, which can't even feed than-

solvcs, but v/hich fight and capture other ants and force them to v/ork

•AS thjir slaves. B"j.t we can't go into all the different stages ;.\nd types
of r.nt society.

Anc/waj"", some of ra^' more practical friends are saying; "That's all

ri-ht but how do you get rid of the pests?"

I can best answer such questions by Just referring you to some

firs't-rate bulletins on the subject. There is one called "House Ar.ts, Kinds
and ::cth.ods of Control" which it is v.'ell to have handy. It is ?a-'ucrs*

Bulletin ITo. 740. Remember the nunber, 7-40, And by the way, those
o-ollotins are free as Ioil^ as the su^joly lasts, Tliere is a special one on
the Argentine ant which does so much dama^:e in the South. It is called
"The Argentine Ant as a Household Pest," and is Farmers' Bulletin ITo, 1101.
And there is also one on termites or white ants. Termites are not really
ants at all, the entomologists tell me, but they live and act a lot like
sjits, and do a tremendous amount of damage to the foundations and woodwork
of buildings throughout the United States. "Preventing Damage by Terr.iites

or r.iite Ants" is Famers' Bulletin !To. 147:5.

AITi:0UIIC5?.!EITT ; You can get those bulletins by writing either to this
stc'tion or b;/ writing direct to the United States Department of Agrictilture.
I'll repeat the names and numbers. "House Ants, Kinds and Methods of
Control" is Farmers Bulletin llo. 740, "The Argentine Aiit as a Ho.isehold

Pest" is Farmers Bulletin llo, 1101, and "Preventing Damage by Tcr.iites
or r..ite Ants" is Farmers Bulletin No. 1472,
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ANNOUNCE}/IENT ; Here is a talk with teeth in it! The tearing teeth of coyotes,

and wolves, and mountain lions, and bobcats I Uncle Sam's natTiralists in the U. S.

Biological Survey have pointed out to our Wilds Hnn sone of the activities of

predatory animals. All right, Mr. ^ilds Han, Shoot!

—oOo

—

Listen, folks!

You may hear the faint echoes of the howl of the wolf, or the coyote, or

the bobcat before we get through.

I t?^ke it, you folks love nature, and the wild life in the big outdoors.
But beneath all the beauty, there is a fierce struggle for existence, with one
kind of animal often pre^'ing upon another.

Since long before the dawn of history, bobcats, coyotes, wolves and mountai
lions have pulled down victims in -olenty. Sometimes their pickings '-"ere lean, bac
in the old days.

Then along came man with his flocks and herds and other domestic stock.
To many a h\ingry wolf it may have seeaeS. like a dream of a wonderful banquet come
x'ue a haopy hunting ground in this world. With a readily available supply of

food to be preyed upon day after day and night after night, what co-old be more
natural than for the predators to turn to it?

Of course, our pioneers and early ranchers resisted they had no choice.
They had to fight the predatory anL-aals as best they could. The prowlers grew
more wary, but kept up coming to the feast that was theirs for the taking. G-\ine,

and traps, and poisons were used against them, but the predators flourished and
multiplied.

T7exl, you know the story of advfincing settlement and crowding back the
frontier.

In soae of the more thickly settled parts of the country, we sometimes fail
to realize that the fight to protect domestic livestock from wild animals is
still going on. The United States Biological Survey cooperating with the States
maintains a corps of expert hunters and trappers to aid in holding in check these
enemies of the livestock producer.
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Hunters are sent when requested to localities where losses become heavy

to help the stockman and farmer, with advice, demonstration, or actual operations,

to keep the wild animals in control 1 A loi>c wolf is known to have destroyed as

much as $25,000 worth of livestock "before its depredations were ended. In Arizona,

another hunter found the bodies of nine head of cattle killed by a mountain lion.

On a sinj^le ranch in Texas one bobcat killed more than $300 worth of Angora goats,

and anothor killed 53 rar.s, 1 ewo , and 1 goat. In Oregon foxir coyotes in two

nights killed I5 purebred rais, and in Colorado, 67 ewes worth more than $1,000

became separated from the rest of the herd and two days later all v;erc found

killed by coyotes.

These are just a few of the thousands of single instances of the past

sixteen years denonstrating the necessity for control work.

The Survey men and their cooperators call it control work, because that

is just what they ai-e trying to do keep the beasts of prey under reasonable
control. This neans kee-qing the damage to farners and stockmen do"m to a minimum.

They are not trying to exterainate any species of our wild animals.

The fact is, the naturalists vrho know the habits of the coyote doubt whether
we could ever actually exterminate that wily animal, even if we wanted to.

But as long as the coyote continues to be a menace to domestic sheep,

cattle, and goats, to pigs and poultry, as well as to such wild anir.ials as the

deer, the antelope, and the z.ountain sheep, and to the ground-nesting birds, it

must be evident that the numbers of the coyote "vill have to be kept down and its

spread checked.

However, in order to protect livestock and make far:iing and grazing possible
we not only have to protect the stock from direct attack by mountain lions and
wolves and coyotes and other predators, but we also h?ve to protect the food suopl;y

of the stock from attacks by rodents snaller pests, such as prairie dogs, and
£ ound squirrels, and T3ocket gophers, and rabbits, and field \ice, f.nd rats. Of
all the econo.:.ic wasters, the rat is the most gener-:'lly known and the most destr\ict

In sa::ie cases it has been learned that some of the wild anir.s.ls cs.rry

diseases to domestic livestock and to hur.:an beings. From tic.e to tine, great
plagues sweep through the wilds; and it seems highly probable that the overcrowdin,
of animals in their natural range r^ay aggravate such troubles. Rats and r;round

squirrels lv)ve helped to s-oread the dread bubonic pla£,-ue, which is believed to be
the same as the fa;':ous "Black Degth," which carried away thousands of people in
European cities durir^g the Middle Ages. Gro-und squirrels also carry spotted fever.
Wild rabbi\<s can transr.:it deadly tulareir.ia . And co^'otes have boon knovn to carry
hydrophobia.

On the other hand, many of our wild animals arc highly valuable for furs
and food. One of the problems faced by the United States Biological Survey in

its car.TDaign against predator^'' aniinals is how to get rid of the pests v/ithout

killing the fur bearers and other desirable kin.is of wild life.
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Tho .-lOthods G:-.ployod var-r with the locality and with the different pests.

Some of tho larger and less nunorous posts are hunted down "by expert r.arksinen.

Sono are tra-^ipcd. Othars are poisoned. Tho nothod ado-ptod in any particular

Case are designed to get the r.ost effective control with the least danger to

other wild aninals and do-^.estic stock and *ith the least suffering to the pre-

dators then selves.

For killing coyotes, for instance, poison, used as directed hy the Biologica]

Survey, has been found r.ore huiTiane than steel traps, and its use has been safe-

guarded so as to protect as auch as possible the sr.aller fur bearers and other

foms of wild life.

To Icnov/ v7ithout question of doubt the exact econor.ics status of each
predator, the naturalists go back to the food habits of the anir.:als thenselves.
This sij.v.^.er a branch "laboratory will be established in the ^est to carry on in-

vestigations of tho s'-onach contents of coyotes and other predatory aninals to

suppler.ont the laiowledge that has been accumulated over a nunber of years by

field exaziinations of stor.achs of anir.als killed.

A knowledge of the peculiarities of diet and other feeding habits of the

different wild aninals also aids in selecting and so placing then as to get the

best results with the least danger to beneficial wild animals.

Don't get the idea, "However, that such control operations are being
carried on everywhere in the wilds. They are carried on only where control is

needed to protect properly other forr.s of life both interesting species of the
wild and donestic livestock.

In naay parts of our national forests, on Indian reservations, and on
other public lands, the United States Biological Survey is doing absolutely no
work for tr.--^ control of either the predatory anir.als or the rodents, and the

officials tc'l r-.e they are -olanning none. In such rer.ote -olaces and in the
ational parks they are le.^ving nature to take care of her own, and in these

preas the struggle of life in the wild goes on without interference, and the
prinitive conditions of the co-untry are not disturbed.

AIIMOUNCS/ISxIT ; 5>/ery two we^ks this Station joins with the United States
Depart-.ent of A^^riculture in presenting you sor.e of the activities of Uncle San's
Naturalists. We will have another of these talks two weeks fron to-day.
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ANNOUNCStvENT : Our Wilds Man has been for another visit with Uncle Saa's
Naturalists. Specialists of the United States Biological Survey have helped him
hunt down a few facts about bobcats. Now he is going to bring home to us what
he has found out about these dangerous subjects Listen I

—oOo

—

I used to know a man who bragged he could "whit) his wei^t in wild cats."

That was the height of boasting, we thought.

Those who claim to have first h^md information say a bobcat is just con-
centrated dynamite T.N.T. on four legs and some experienced hunters think mayb
it has itore than four when you get one at close quarters.

Wild stories about fierce encounters with ferocious bobcats have been cir-
culating since early pioneer days.

But I'm hot hero to tell you a string of those stories to-day, but just
to call your attention to a few practical hints on bobcat trar>ping from Mr.
Stanley P. Young, in charge of the ^oredatory animal and rodent control division,
of the United States Biological Survey.

According to Mr, Young, the advance of settlement and the occur)ation of

the bobcat's former ranges for stock raising have not so much crowded back the
bobcat, as they have given it a now and satisfying provender. The yo-ung of the

flocks and herds of our stockmen and the poultry of our farmers are now part of
its meat. On the wild ranges, the bobcat feeds to a large extent upon rabbits
and other injurious rodents. But it also preys upon such valuable forms of wild
life as antelope, deer, and other game animals, especially the fawns, and on
wild tiorkeys, nnd quail, and other ground-nesting birds.

B-- Idenf^y, however, the bobcat finds the young of domestic livestock very
satisfactory substitutes for its ordinary fare in the wild. When it can get its
living easier among the flocks and herds than in the wild, it can do a lot of
damage in a very short time; esr>ecially to sheep during the lambing season; and
to pigs, and goats, and calves, and poultry.

In fict, in some localities bobcats have made hog raising on an extensive
scale impracticable. And when lanbing is conducted on the open range, a practice
common in the West, the wild cat often causes heavy losses.
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Under s-uch conditions, the stocknr.n or famer has no choice but to take

steps to check the "bobcats. Mr. Youn^- says the best way to do that is by traoping.

Bobcats raaybe cau^^-ht in traps of the comraon double- spring steel type, sizes 2 and

3, such as have been used by traopors for many generations.

Sor.e folks think such traps ?j:c inhxmane, but Mr. Young declares that no

better or r.ore practical device has as yet been invented to t^tke their place.

And the famer who has had a bobcat sneak into his flock of she ip needs

an effective device.

Ordincirily, the bobcat cones under cover of darkness. It works quietly

and swiftly in a flock of sheep, and often causes little coOT^.otion. The lar.b is

most often killed by a characteristic bite on the back of the neck or head. Then 1

is pulled down to be eaten. If the lust for killing is not satisfied, the bobcat

nay kill other lanbs the sa^ae way. It nay keep working quietly until it has
killed nan.y. In fact, a single bobcat has been known to kill J,S lanbs in one

night

.

The bobcat is related to the nountain lion, though it is a niuch snaller anir

and has socowhat different habits. Its larger cousin, the Canada lyr.z, is found
in the northern, nore forested parts of the United States.

The bobcat has keen sight and a good sense of snell, though not as keen
a sense of sr.:ell as a wolf or a coyote. Mor,t of its hunting for food is done
at night

.

As you r.iay know, the cor:-on bouse cat is the only cat that has ever been
domesticated, still we can't trust the peaceful Tabby out of the house after dark.
Even after thousands of years of as.;oci--'tion with hunan beings, the house cat is
only a part-tir-e pet. It reverts to the v/ild on slight provocation and becones
a prowling killer, especially after dark.

These other cats, however, are savage destroyers, the wildest of the wild
working at it full tine.

Those who know these predators have no hoDC that they will ever refom.
Whatever it is that Liakes a wild cat wild scens to run in the faiiily.

And in traoping bobcats, the farncr or stockman needs to take advantage
of sono of their well-known habits. For instance, a bobcat v/ill genera.ll;'' step
over a root or a rock or a clunp of grass in its path. So Mr. Yo-on.; sut;gests that
either single or double blind sets my be used. In this case, traps should be
placed in holes dug directly in the trail of the bobcat and just beyond such an
obstruction. When the bobct steps over, it steps in the trap. A. better set,
according to Mr. Young, is the scont set. When one of these is r.ade, a scent
attractive to bobcats is used to lure the aninals to the traps. These trrps
should not be olaced in the runway proper, however, as with blind sets, but off
to one side parallel with the trail.
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Catnip has been -used in the scent trap set with a fair decree of success.

Soco Biological Survey hunters use catnip as a lure "by dropping into a srmll

^ilass jar or bottle, saturated gauze or cotton batting. They then bury the

bottle up to the ir.outh, but the nouth is left level V7ith the ground. It is

protected by a perforated top, and if the top is bright it is canouflagod by

noistening it"and brushing it over with dust or sand while it is wet.

As Mr, Young says, success in trapping, whether for bobcats or for other

predators, depends a lot on the traoper's attention to seeningly r.inor details.

For that reason, I'd suggest you get hold of Leaflet Nq. 78-L, called "Hints on

Bobcat Trapping." That will give you complete details.

For instance, while digging holes for the trar) sets, the trapper should

leave no tell-tale signs or scents. One good way to avoid this is to stand or

kneel on a "setting cloth" niade of cpnvas, sheepskin, or calf hide, which has
been buried in an old nanure pile, so that there will be no h-unan scent on it to

arouse the bobcat's suspicions. The dirt taken from the place where the trap is

bedded may be piled on the setting cloth, and surplus dirt not needed for covering
the trap should be scattered on the ground at some distance from the set. It is

also well to wear gloves while setting the trap.

But there are a number of details to be considered in trapping bobcats.
Better write for that Leaflet N^, 78-L, so yoii may be sure of doing everything
necessary to get the best results. You can get a copy of this Leaflet by writing
to the United States Depart;r.ent of Agriculture. It is free as long as the supply
lasts. It will be off the press intwoweeks, so your requests may be sent now.

AMJOUNCSHEin ; Write either to Station or direct to the United States
Department of Agriculture at Washington, D. C, and ask for Leaflet m^, 78-L, on
"Hints on Bobcat Trapping," Copies are free as long as the su-oply lasts.
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ANNOUNCE^ffiNT ; And now for a little l)it of wild life i Station joins
with the United States Department of Agriculture in presenting some of the

results of hunts into the wild by Uncle Sam's Naturalists. Today we are to

hear some of the secrets of insects You know, insect pests are not only
wild but often make us wild Well, J/Ir, ^ildsmaJi?

It is very inrportaait to IrOiow how insects get around. Wc need to know,
so we can got arou^id the insects. That is especially true in the case of

some of our big crop pests. Wc need to know how they travel, in order to

know how to stop their spread into now territory.

Some, of ccaxse, crav/l from one field to another. Others fly. There
are strong flyers and weak flyers. That sounds simple. You might think it

would be easy to pick the long distance flyers by their design and build.
You might figure that those with strong raasclos and big wing spread woixld

go further on a non-stop flight.

But you i.rast rcncmbor that some of the flyers hitch-hilffi on the 'jind.

The Bureau of Entomology specialists liave been working trying to get

the facts about insect spread.

They tried building screens at some hei^t from the ground to catch
the insects on the wing. ?or all practical purposes, that only gave infor-
mation on conditions within the fields and the first few feet of air above
them.

Of course, you all laiow that as we go higher in the air, the wind
often changes. Tno wind a few thousand feet up ma^'- be blowing in an opposite
direction from that on tlie ground. Which wind were those insects riding?

Well, t!:c Bureau of Entomology wont up to find out. Thcj'- started
chasing i^.socts oy airplajio. That is, thoy equipped an airplane with a special

trap to c-^.tch insects. It was a screen vdth sticlcy stuff on it so arranged
that it could bo cx-poscd or shielded at will. In th-^.t w,?^-, the entomologist
could fly to r». cort.^in level, and crposc the tr-^p for a certain length of time

at that lovol, so as to catch the insects at that level and no other.
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You know, we ordinarily think of insects staying pretty close to earth.

And, of course, the big paxt of them do« But it was surprising even to those
insect experts to find how many insects get high into the air, and how high
they do get.

With those traps in the airplane, they iTiade collections all the way
from 50 feet above ground up to 14,000. And they found insects at all levels.
Naturally, the densest insect population is in the first 1,000 feet. But at

2,000 feet they found about half as man;;' as at 1,000. And at 3,000 feet, they

found half as manjf as at 2,000 feet. From about 3,000 feet up to 5,000 there

was not much diifcrcnco. And from 6,000 on up the number got considerably
lighter, 3ut there was a remarkable number found even at that height.

Some of these scientists figured out how many insects there v/ould be in

a column of air 1 mile square and 14,000 feet high, not counting those any
lower than 50 foot above ground. And \indcrstand, the collections, on which
the calculations v/ero based, were made at all seasons of the year. The flimits
wore at Tallulah, Louisiana, and it \7as calculated that there was an average
of 25,000,000 insects over one square mile. Twenty-five million insects up
where we ordinarily think of there being fev/ to none i In January, the number
was about 12,000,000 and in May about 36,000,000.

Of course, that brings up the question, "What insects?" And the ento-

mologists found some striking things when they sorted the catches out accord-
ing to kind. Tliey found, for instance, that the bigger, stronger flying in-

sects arc collected closer to the earth and that the smaller, lyeaker insects
arc the ones chiefly found at the higlier altitudes. In fact, they found many
absolutelj'- v/inglcss insects viay up in the air.

For instance, as high as 10,000 feet up, they fo\ind balloon spiders,
which hav3 no powers of flight but are carried by air currents entirely.
Mites wera also found way up there.

So you see, insects have two methods of air travel just as we have.
We have free balloons which drift with the wind, and then we have aeroplanes
which move under their own po'.rer, either -.vith or against the wind.

Among insects, there are the heavy, strong flyers, and there are those
weak, light bodied insects which arC picked up by rising air currents and
carried helplosoly in the wind, Ihcjn there are the bettriit-and-betwcen in-

sects which can do some flying on their ovm account, and are carried partly
by the wind and partly by their own efforts.

The entomolo/jist s fo\and, for instance, that generally speaking, sucli

strong flyers as the cotton leaf worm moth and similar species fly at levels
below 3,000 feet. Occasionally, however, they did collect individ\ial cotton

loaf '.Torm moths as high as 5,000 feet. No boll v/eevils were found any higlier

than 1,000 feet. Tarnished plant bugs were found up to 3,000 feet, and cotton

flea hoppers up to 5,000 foot.

On the other hand, such insects as leaf hoppers were found up to

7,000 feet above ground. From there on up to 14,000 feet the airplane traps
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captured tiny parasitic flies, and wasps, and plant lice, and similar light,
small-bodied insects. In fact, the insect specialists think that prohahly
such light insect v;ind drift will be found considerably hij^er than the 14,000
level at which they stopped their collections.

The pink boll worm moth, which has been supposed to be a comparatively
weak flier with a decided tendency to stay down among the plants, was fo'und

as high as 3,000 feet in the air.

According to Mr, B. R. Goad, the principal entomologist who had charge

of this investigation! there is no question that as this work is continued
and extended it will throw more new light on how many insects travel. Air
currents at the higher altitudes often become very swift compared to the winds

at the ground. Once aji insect gets up into suchfe,st currents of air, it may
be carried forward on them for hundreds of miles within a comoarativGly short

time. Then a descending current of air may' return it to earth whore it may
start a new center of infestation.

These findings will probably have an important bearing on many of our

plans to fight insect pests.

|C)|cl|lltl*l|C«>|C

AITNOUITCEMENT : That is catching your insect facts on the wing J In telling
you about this work of Uncle Sam's Naturalists Station was cooperating
with the United States Department of Agriculture, This time wcok after next

we'll overhear soaothing else from Nature's laboratories.
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ANlIOUNCEIvfflNT ; And now for our visit with Uncle Sam's Naturalists of

the United States Department of Agriculture^ Canary' "birds, cottontail
rahbits, prairie dogs, and nuddy streams are among the subjects our
Wildsman will hrlofly touch on today Well, Mr. Wildsman? —

iii>tc ]|im iit »i )(c m )tc « »i 41

Canaries have "been I:ept for pets for four or five hundred years.
In fact, nohody seems to laiowfor certain just where they did come from,
they are supposed to have originated from the "wild canary" of the Canary-

Islands or one of the "birds that is close kin to the v/ild cemary.

But whatever wild "bird became the first captive canary, the natural-
ists seem to "be fairly well agreed that the original canary was a very
different looking brid from its modem purebred descendant which trills
apparently so contentedly in its gilded ca.gc.

Anyway, the "wild canary" and the serin finch, v/Mch have boon
suggested as the probable ancestors of our household canaries arc both
more or less gray, tinged v.lth olive green \vith dark streaks 011 the
feathers. Qiir comi:ion canaries have been considerably changed in color.

I mention this change, because I noticed a feather in our canvxj
cage, and I suspect our canary bird is 0.0out to change his coa.t. The
latter part of July is a little early. Canaries usually start to molt
during August and on the average the molt reaches the height in September.
The ontire gradual change of feathers talces about two months.

During the molt is tho time to color feed canaxies go as to deepen
or intensify their color. Turmeric, marigold, flowers, saffron, cochineal,
ani-jitto, mustard seed, and other feeds rich in natural color arc often
used to produce interesting color changes.

For a long timo, methods of preparing and feeding color foods to

canaries were kept secret, but now they are outlined in mrny manuals on
canary fccdizig, including Farmers* Bulletin lie. 1327 on "Canaries, Tiicir

Care and ManaGor:cnt." Our prosent—day canaries are the ros"i^lt of careful
scloction. 'nd brocdir.f^, biit their color can bo modified to a ccrt:-',in c^ctccit
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"by special feeding.

Speaking of feeding, however, reminds me of our old friend the

cottontail rabMt, and that Farmers Bulletin No. 702 called "Cottontail
Rahbits in Relation to Trees and Farm Crops." In other words, I call

the cottontails my friends hecaasc I have had a good deal of sport hunt-
ing them in my tine, hut I realize that some of you men can't exactly re-
gard cottontails as your friends. They do considerable damage at times to

your crops and trees. For that reason you may bo interested in v/ays to

get rid of rabbits, which you may find in that bullotia.

Cottontail rabbits, you ]movj, eat all sorts of herbage; leaves
and stems and flowers and seeds of plants and grasses, and the leaves,
buds, bark and fruits of woody plants and trees. They usually prefer
yoimg shoots and tender garden vegetables and fallen ripe fruits; but
they can be very particular at times.

Sometimes, for instance, they will eat one variety of alfalfa
dovm to the ground and do little or no damage to other varieties near. "by.

They have been known to show a similar preference between varieties of
soybeans. IThen they can't get v/hat they prefer, cottontails will take
what they can get. During summer dro-aghts, they often attack the bark
of growing trees and slirubs.

I guess you all remember the story of the little Dutch boy who
discovered the leak in the dike holding back the sea. He stuck his am
in the hole and plugged the leak until help couLd come. He was a hero.
He saved his land from being flooded.

But Mr, A. M. Day, of the Unit-ed States Biological Survey, has
bean telling mc a story from nature which is sonewliat the reverse of that.
It is about a little villsiin instead of a little hero.

This little villain was a lone pocket gopher. He burrowed through
an irrigation ca-nal that carried 18,000 inches of water for the irrigation
of 30,000 acres.

As I say, the rodent b-urrowed through tlvxt canal. It cost $5,000
to repair the break that res^^iltcd. And before the ditch could be put in
service again drought got 25 per cent of the crops on that land.

And tliat is just one instance of that same kind of damage often
done by such b-urrowing rodents as pocket gophers, and prairie dogs, and
groimd squirrels. And that was just one pocket gopher.

Western range and farming lands are infested by literaJLly millions
of prairie dogs, and gro-and squiiTcls, and pocket gophers. And thei^-
excavations, Lr. Da^- tells me, are definite means of starting erosion wMch
does an appalling amount of damage to out lands every year.

Here is v/hat happens in the case of prairie dogs. Pra,irie dogs
build those big mounds in inverted-funnel shape. They do that to prevent
rain v/atcr dra,ining into their undcrgrotind b-urro\7s. As a means of protec-
tion aga.inst their natural enemies as well as for food, they keep all the
grass cropped close within 15 or more feet from their burrov/s.
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And they arc not satisfied norcly to crop tho grass close, they

dig out the roots. Thousands of acres of valuable v/cstom range land

liavo "boon "bared in tliat v;ay, and r.^y cases of erosion liave "been traced

to that danago ty prairie dogs.

Bat Mr. Day socns to thiiik: the pocket gopher is a nuch v/orsc

offender in tliat respect than is the prairie dog. Pocket gophers burrow
away rdth apparently untiring efforts. In surrier they throw the dirt

frora their burrows up to the surface, piling it up in rounds. TOaen tho

snow cones in tho fall, and before it has nclted in spring, the pocket
gophers pusli the dirt out of their burrows in the fom of long cliainlike

ridges. Tlioso ridges fron ninaturc dikes or earthworks, channels for

water fron the nelting snow. That helps the water begin cutting away the

soil.

Later, cone the sliecp and cattle into the ranges. The tranping
stoclc break through into the sliallov/ passageways of the pocket gophers.
More and deeper channels are nado to carry off the nelting snov/ and rains.

llr. Day tells ne tliat in nany areas after the forage h-as been
destroyed and nach of the surface soil taken off in this trariping of live-
stock and washing by rains, weeds and often poisonous plants gain a foot-
hold. Of course, th^,t creates a serious range condition.

The rancher who sits as coroner in the death of liis own cattle
fron eating poison plants nay never even suspect the little pocket gopher
had nuch to do with starting the conditions which made tilings favorable
for those poison plants.

Those are just a few of the reasons the United States Biological
Survey is organizing rodent control units to help keep the nunbers of
these injurious rodents witliin bounds. By killing off rodents these u:iits

help prevent f-urthcr loss of soil through the erosion started by rodents.

MIIOUITCELQUIT ; TIae bulletins nentionsd ca:: be had free of charge as
long as the supply lasts, ^rite for then to this Station
or to the United States Deprrtuent of Agriculture, a.t T^asliington, D, C,
The bulletin on "Canaries, Tl-.eir Care and Llanageraent" is Famcrs* Bulletin
No. 1327 and the one on "CottontrJ-l Rabbits in Relation to Trees and
Fam Crops" is Famcrs Bulletin No, 702,
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AIuTOUIICEiEIlT: And nor? for another visit with Uncle Saa' s ITaturalists of the
United States Department of Acricult-ure, As us-ual, your T7ildsman calls our
attention to some of the facts about wild life as he picks them up from
Department specialists T7ell, Ilr, TTildsman, nhat is it this time?

We've all been hearing the "!.Iarch of the Grasshoppers" recently. A
devastating pla^e sweeping through the ITorthwost has given us a terrible
demonstration of what a big insect outbreak means when conditions are right
for it.

But I*n not going to talk about that all-devouring host of grasshoppers.
I just mention it in passing, by way of illustration of the importance of some

other things.

Such serious scourges caused by tremendous mailtiplication of this or
that pest might happen oftener but for the forces of nature which tend to keep
such things in control. Of course, the weather is generally the big fa,ctor in

the case of grasshoppers, but there are a number of other forces, not the least
of which is our old friend, the much-despised skunk.

A lot of people have always held skunlcs in bad odor, but skunks do
yeoman service in destroying grasshoppers. Specialists of the Bureau of
Biological S-arvey, who have inside information on the subject, tell me that in
July, A\3^st, and September, when grasshoppers are most abundant, they form
the chief food of slamks. In fact, during some of the previous invasions of
OTor plains country by grasshoppers the slcunk was credited with being the
principal raannal destroyir^g those insects.

But grasshoppers are not the only d-ninaging crop insect on the skunk* s

bill-of-farc. The skunk is also the best-known mammal enemy of army worm,
the common amy worm, the wheat-head army worm, ajid the fall amy worm, which
arc so destructive to sm<Tll grains, and com, ajid grasses.

Skunks arc fond, too, of the insects known as tobacco worms which do so

much damage to tobacco rjid tomato pl.'uits. Ij^ fact, they eat a groat number of
insects aiid mostly the kinds that arc highly damaging to plant life, such as
cutworms, cicadas, crickets, and beetles injurious to sweet potatoes in the
South.
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Thoy alsc soon to consider the Colorado potato beetle c delicate norsel

and spend rvmy a busy evoniiitj in potato patches catching and eating the grubs

and mature beetles.

However, insects are not the sole food of skunks, by any manner of means.

These beautiful little black and Thite "polecats", as we used to call then,

have been accused of killinf; quail and other game birds and of taking chickens

and eggs. And they do sometimes, but more often they get blamed for some other
animal's der>redations. As a matter of fact, I've knovm quails to nest and

hatch out a brood within a few rods of a skunk den. Tlie truth seems to be that

at the season when our native game birds arc nesting, skunks have plenty of

insect food, and by the time that food fails, the birds arc strong of wir^ and

seldom foj.1 a prey to a polecat.

As for the chickens, the skuni: gdts credit for a lot of killings by
weasels and minlcs, which are much better climbers and far more bloodthirsty.

Lil'ely as not, the slojnk detected around the hen house was there after the

rats and mice. Polecats are really renarlcably fine mousors. Of course, the

individual that hunts and kills chickens should be destroyed.

Most such suspicion, the specialists tell r.c comes from the fact that

skunks work largely under cover of darlaiess and the person who swcepingly
blnnes the skunk usually doesn't go to the trouble of investigating thoro^ughly.

Evidence taJcen from the stomchs of a large number of sku2il':s supports the idea
that skunlcs pxc on the whole higlily beneficial in their food habits.

And of course we all Imow that skunlc skins arc highly prized for fur.
Nowadays we just have tliree fairly abundriit fur animals left in the United
States; the muslcrat, the mink, pjid the skunlr. The biologists say that there
seems to be little danger of extinction of the muskrat, but tliat the mink
is already in danger, and that the demand for skmik fur is causing more and
more trapping of slcunlis.

However, as frjr as the fur question goes it is believed that skunlcs

can bo domesticated and successfully raised in captivity in many parts of the
United States. There is a bulletin. Farmers' Bulletin ITo. 587 on "The
Economic Value of North American Slrunks" for anyone interested in the subject.
It tells how to trap and raise them and how to remove those fomous scent
sacs which put skunks in such bc-d odor with many people.

And Tdiile we are mentioning misunderstood wild creatures, let me say a
good word for the European Starlings, now found as breeding birds in many of
the States east of the Mississippi River. 1^ the last twenty years, they have
spread fast, and there seems every reason to expect that they will continue to
spread westward to the Rocky Mountains, and if the Mountains don't stop them,
right on to the Pacific Coa^t,

A lot of farmers and bird lovers have looked with suspicion on the ever-
increasing flocks of these birds and have accused them of many crimes. And
specialists of the Biological S-i.irvey admit that Starlings do damage cherries,
and other small fruits, and garden truck, and even late fruit and com. And
probably their filth-producing roosting liabits in cities are more largely
responsible for the bad name they have acquired.
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Weighing starling's good habits against their baxi ones, however, our

scientists credit starlings TTith doing inucli more good than harm. They aure

insect eating birds, and observations of them in the field has established the

fact that the time spent by starliiigs in destroying crops or in molesting other

birds is short compared to the endless hours they spend searching for insects

or feeding on wild fruit.

Starlings help destroy such pests as the clover-leaf weevil, the

Japanese beetle, May beetles, cutworms, and yes, grasshoppers too. As insect

dostroyors starlings arc more energetic than some of omt protected native birds.

Farmers 'Bulletin ITo. 1571 on "The Eiiropean Starling in the United States"

weighs their good and bad qualities and also tells hovr to control them, when

that is necessarj"-.

ITow let's turn to a different subject smd observe another phaso of wild

life and life in the wild,

Mr, Earl V!, Tinker, regional forester of the United States Forest Serviee,

has been telling mc some of the unusual problems in fire protection in the

Superior National Forest in Minnesota.

As you know, one of the problems of fighting fire anywhere is getting
the fire fighters to the fire and getting them there promptly.

In most of our forests, there are a network of roads and trails designed
to permit fast travel. But in the Superior Hational Forest we have some 1,000
square miles set aside as a primitive area, where there are no roads, and
practically no trails. It is a wild country, with little hiaman habitation, but
plenty of game such as moose, and deer, and wolves, and other fur animals.
And what's more it is interlaced with a labyrinth of waterways, lakes, axid.

great areas of spruce and muskeg swamp.

lir. Tinker says it is practically impassable to foot travel in s-uramer.

The cruising of timber and other activities of the Forest Service are done in
winter when the lakes and swamps and streams are frozen and dog teams can be
used for transportation. The usual way to get around in s-ummer is by canoe
and portage — and that is slow hard work too slow for men going to a fire.

One and one—half miles an hour is considered high speed in that region.

To meet that situation, the Forest Service plans to improve the portages
and on the chief travel routes to install light tracks over which fire equip-
ment can be moved faster. They also plan to improve the water routes by
installing dams to do away with slow portage work. Hydroplanes have proved
a great success in rapid transporation of small fire-fighting crews. By the use
of planesj,_ small crews have been carried to the scene of a forest fire in the
Superior National Forest in 30 minutes where previously it took a day and a
half.

ANlTOUITCUfSITT! Those bulletins mentioned are free of charge, as long as the
supply lasts. Tou can get them either from this Station ^or direct from the
United States Department of Agriculture. Ask for Farmers' Bulletin No. 587 —
5-8-7—on "The Economic Value of North American Skunks*" and Farmers' Bulletin
No. 1571 — 1-5-7-1 — on "The European Starling in the United States."





AJH70UNCEt£EM': Again wo aro going to hear from Undo Sam' s Natural-
ists of the United States Department of Agriculture. Every tuo weeks
this Station cooperates with the Department in presenting these tr.lks

in which our Wildnan trios to givo us inside information on life in
the outdoors*—— Well, Mr. Wildm£3n?-

"The timo has come, • the Walrus said,
'To talk of many things:

Of shoes—and ships ~and sealing wax—
Of cabbages —and kings—"

With your permission, 1*11 amend those words of the Walrus "by

leaving out "cabbages". But we will get around to those other subjects.

Lot*s start with ships, particularly sail ships. Now that "Old
Ironsides" otherwise known as U.S. "Constitution" has been ro-fitted, wc
can sec her as she v/as in the days of her glory.

1*11 admit, I get a thrill at the mere idea of that sturdy old
warship plowing through the waves with all sails sot. And I also love
to think of those fomous clipper ships that came along a little later
and carried the merchandiso on the seven seas and made our flag known in
every port.

Those old sail ships wore outfitted v/ith sails, and ropes, and
cables, and halyards, and shrouds .oil made of hecrp fiber. And the seams
in the hull were caulked with hemp. To meet the demand for hcsop for ?

sloips, new land was sown to hecip and nQf\7 hemp mills were sot up.

Of course, wo liad had homp before that. In fact, the Pilgrim
Fathers at Plymouth and the Cavaliers at Jamestovm planted honp and
flax among their earliest crops. The clotlilng of the men was hcmpcji

homespun, and it did not quickly wear out. The very word "oanvasf corner

from the Arabic name for heap. But the spread of our sail shipping
caused a big boost to her^ growing, and oven the prairie schooners which
crossed the plains before 1860 wore covered with canvas made from hemp*
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Hovrevor, hcnp for narine oordago has boon superseded "by abaci
or Manila lienp, because tho abaci ropes, and cables, and hawsers arc
lighter and will float in water and that hard fiber is resistant to

danago fron salt water without being tarred, Hcnp rope has ceased to nean
anytlrLng for in Ancrica ropes are no longer nade of liot^p*

Then, too, cotton lias replaced honp for Liony purposes because
it can be spun r.:ore easily and with less v/aste and nakes sno other and
more uniform yams . Sails on JSncricnn ships, once nade fron linen and
heap are now nade fron cotton. One sMp now afloat, tliough, has cordage
equipr.:ent that liarks back to the days when henp was the (jueon of fibers for
Siiip uses. I refer to "Old Ironsides" othervase tho USS Frigate Constitution
famous warsliip relic of the \var of 1812, As lately reconditioned, "Old

Ironsides" Ins been supplied vathropOD of henp fiber grown in Wisconsin,
Illinois and Kentucky.

But to get back to our story of the decline of henp, jute laas re-

placed ha^p for nany tonporary uses sudi as covering for cotton bales and
packages of nerchandize in transit and sacks for coffee and sugar and grain.
But the weak and short-lived jute does not give as satisfactory service
as tho stronger and noro durable hcnp for twines for tying heavy packa,ges,

or for uses in \T/hich it uust be oacposed to the weather all suramer, or for
carpet warp that ought to last many years or for furniture webbing that
should last a lifetime.

Hemp imported from Italy and hemp produced in Wisconsin, and
Illinois and Kentucky is still used for a few purposes where strong long-
lasting twines are demanded, but since the World War our importation of
hemp has fallen off to about a fourth of what it was in the years just be-
fore the War, and our domestic production is now just about half what it
was then.

That is, despite its valuable qualities, hemp is losing ground.
Of course, it is still used for marine oakum for caulking the seams of
ships and other water craft.

You know the tar and the pitch used on oakum for caulking boats
used to also be quite an item. In fact, since Noah pitched the ark within
and without with pitch, the tar and pitch made from the crude resin from
pine trees has had an important place in the building and repairing of water
craft from John boats to ocean sailers. That pine tree pitch and tar used
to bo called "naval stores"

And, of course, as our sailing fleets grow the dem£ind for "naval
stores" also grew. But along about the time our famous clipper ships be-
gan to disappear, now uses began to be found for the crude resin from our
pine trees. Today wo still speak of "naval stores" and the "naval stores '

.

industry" but what we arc talking about is turpentine and rosin which go

into a thousand uses unconnected v/ith boats, and supply an industry in
which about $50,000,000 is now invested, in this country.

Yes, sir, "shoes—and ships—and scaling wax" all get their share
of the turpentine and rosin obtained from the longlcaf and slash pine trees.
Turpentine is used as a thinner for ^yaxes in shoe and leather polishes and
as an ingredient in the manufacture of patent leathers. Rosin is also
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used in leather dressings and shoe polishes. And these naval stores

are used in scaling waxes.

TOion you figure that there is a billion dollars invested in our
paint industry vMch has a working force of 100,000 men, you begin to

realize how important turpentine is in the paint industry alone.

But there aro many important uses of turpentine besides as a thinner

for paints and polishes, not only for shoes, but furniture, and floors,

and stoves.

Rosin is used in the manufactviro of soap and for surfacing paper
for printing and writing. It is used for the manufacture of rosin oils,

varnishes, and paint dryers, in waterproof compoijnds, in roofing materials,
in the manufacture of linoleum and oil cloth, in printing inks and many
other important articles including ointments, plasters, and disinfecting
compounds.

Today about two^thirds of the world's so-called "naval stores"
aro produced from the gum of the pine trees in the southern United States.

In fact, so great lias gro\m the demand for the products from those
pines, that the Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture has found
that provision must be made to insure a continuous crop of the t\irpentine
trees, by protecting the forests from fire and from the razor-back hogs
that eat largo qoantititos of the longleaf pine seed and destroys vast
numbers of the baby trees by rooting them up to feast on the thick, juicy
bark of their taproots.

In tho old days, tho turpentine pines wore seriously damaged by
haphazard methods of the operators vdio often destroyed a stand of timber
by working trees too small to stand turpentining, or by working them too
liard.

For fifteen years the Forest Service has been trying to find out
and demonstrate methods of turpentining that yield the best returns. But
the picturosc[ue story of tho tuipontine tree and the main finding of the
foresters which will enable us to keep our great "naval stores" industry
on a permanent basis are contained in a publication called "Pine Tree Tre2a«-i

T3tr<jbl', It is Miscellaneoxis Publication No. 106,

Now we are back in the woods and fields, after a little dip in the
ocean and a stop in the homo. I n^ght moralize about how times cliange,

and v/ith then supply and demand, bui; I vri.ll leave that to you, v/Mlc I

just dream about these old ships running before the wind -under f-all canvas.

A^mOUlIcmENT: Two weeks from today Station will present another talk
\yith Uncle Sam*s Naturalists. In Vho meantime, if any of you want "Pine Tree
Treasures" you can got it by writing either to this Station or direct to the
United States Department of Agriculture, at Washington, D.C. "Pino Tree
Treasures" is Miscellaneous Publication No. 106, It is free as long as the
supply lasts.
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AN1T0UNCEI.{ENT ; Nqw let's "^o forth under the open sl<ty and l ist- t;i_t'Int-ttrf ' s

;uralists of theteachings" as interpreted to our ^ildsnian by Uncle S?

United States Department of Agriculture. They have been giving him a bird's-
eye view —• or rather a duck's-eye view, of the drought. And it is aji^'^thing

but a pretty view Isn't that right, Mr. !7ildsraan?

Yes, I've been going over some of the reports which have been made to
the United States Biological Survey on the effects of the drought on water-
fowl.

In iiontana one of the Biological Survey scouts found that 75 per cent
of the ponds, sloughs, and shallow lakes, which are the natural breeding
grounds, \7ere dry.

And remember a duck out of water is not only a duck out of water, but a
duck out of food and water. TThen the waters get low in many cases the plants
ducks feed on are IcLlled off. Tliat old expression "like a duck out of water"
has its truly tragic significance.

G-arae wardens in South Dakota have reported they can't find any mallards
in areas where plenty of mallards have nested heretofore. South Dakota this
year will probably produce only n,bout lialf as many mallards as usiial.

Similar word comes from the great duck marshes of eastern Oregon and
Washington. On many d\ick lakes in the sandhills of Nebraska the hatch of
ducks this year was reported as a total loss.

Even on the great Bear River Marshes at the north end of Great Salt
Lake, Utah, the year's duck crop is only half of last year, and last year was
a bad year.

During the breeding season last spring water T?as almost totally absent
in practically all our important ^ildfowl nurseries. In fact, Mr. F.C. Lin-
coln, of the Brircau of Biological Survey, has sur.mcd -up the situation as the
most serious in the entire history of ducks on this continent. .

Of course, you all know, . that rtiile we have some important nesting
grounds for waterfowl in this country, most of the ducks wo depend on for our
shooting really cone from Canada.

-
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I'll admit I've heard this so often, that I've come to think of Canada
as one vast nesting gro-and of ducks, geese, and swans, extending from ocean to

ocean and from our northern border straight on up to the Horth Pole or there-
abouts.

However, I think Mr, Lincoln and the Northwest Mounted Police have help-

ed set me a little straighter on ray geography, as far as ducks go. Actually
the great central prairie strip that extends from the boundary of North Dakota
and eastern liontana north to Great Bear Lake contains the most importajit breed-
ing ground for ducks in North America. And that certanly is a sizable strip.

But that also is the strip which includes Canada's big farming country.

In the last few years, many of the marshes where the ducks used to nest have
been drained. Today thousands of acres of wheat are grown on land that former-
ly supported ducks.

Yet even ?/ith all that big-scale farming, tliat is still the chief homo
of our ducks.

For throe years hand-running now the drought has sucked water out of the
remaining ponds, and lakes, and marshes.

An investigator of the United States Biological Survey in coot)eration
with Canadian officials h-as gone over tliat drought- stricken region from the
foothills of the Rocky Mountains in Alberta cast to iianitoba and north from
our border to the great dalta region of the Peace and Athabaska Rivers. He
reports tliat in traveling those several thousand miles they found only parched
grain fields, dried-up sloughs and marshes, and only a few dozen small broods
of young ducks in an area that in normal years produces myriads of mallards,
pintails, rcdiicads, canvasbacks, bluebills, pjid teals.

"'oil, you say, maybe the ducks have just moved further north to some
other place whore conditions are better suited for nesting and rearing of yo-ung.

Ad^ such notion is not according to what we know about geography and
ducks, the bird specialists soy. There is no such place to which these prairio-
ncsting ducks could retreat oven if they were so inclined. In spite of that,
tho Canadian government, through the Northwest Moionted Police, has made far-
reaching inquiries about ducks. That force reputed always to get its man, re-
ported no signs of other and more remore breeding grounds of ducks.

In fact, there was evidence that what ducks still lived were on the
regular breeding grounds. Flocks of full-grown ducks were fo\md on some of
the bigger cxid. deeper lakes, at the time they should have been paired and
scattered throui^ the marshes raising their young. In other words, it seemed
that they wore not raising young.

VThoX that will mean to sportsmen in this country this fall and winter is
rather plain. The shortage of breeding birds in Canada cmd. the loss of so
many young will have a very serious effect upon shootir-g conditions in both
this couiitry and Canada. One of the biggest problems ever faced by our game
officials '7ill be to preserve the breeding stock throu^jh the next few years,
and nurse our duck supply back to normal abundance.
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Ho'-'ever, they tell me there are alrea^iy signs that sportsmen will show

their sportsmanship instead of the feathered trophies of their marksmanship

this fall. Those who had gone over the discouraging reports and witnessed
conditions in the marshes seem to agree that it is only hy cutting do'vn on the

kill of ducks this fall that we can avert the grave possibilities of a permanent
disaster to our waterfowl. It is a question of limiting the number of water-
fowl to he killed this season and the next few seasons, rather than having to

give up duck-hunting for all time.

Some of you may recall, a few months back I was what some of you might
call "viewing with alarm" the reports of the results of last year's drouglit.

In order to meet the situation then, the Biological Survey announced that the
open season would be cut down this fall by two weeks. In other words, before
the full effects of another year's drought were known, it was already apparent
that rather drastic action would have to be talcen to save our ducks and duck-
hunting.

Now on top of that rather discouraging situation, several more months
of drought conditions have dried up all hopes for relief and made this a real
year of duck disaster.

lia^'be what ducks are left will find better conditions next year or the
next few years* When I was talking to Mr. Lincoln, the officials of the
Biological Survey had not decided just what further restrictions on duck hunt-
ing would bo necessary. But at that time, some sportsmen already had advised
the Bureau tb^t they intended to forego all duck shooting during this coming
see.son, and the indications wore that some of the largest duck clubs would not
open. Tlaat's real sportsmanship — and good common sense.

Better let what few ducks you might othenTiso get go back to their
breeding grounds in Canada or in this country and raise families. Tlie future
of duck hunting depends on those ducks that have survived the drought. If we
are to have future years of duck hunting, we might as well remember the old
adage — "You can't have your cake and eat it."

A>n'T0UITC3I.CZITT ; This survey of the duck situation, is presented by Station
in cooperation with the United States Department of Agriculture. It is one
of our regulr.r twice a month visits with Uncle Sam's Naturalists, ^e will
have another two weeks from today.

11 II I! II
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NOT FOR PU3LICATI0IT

Speaking Time t 10 Lliimtes

Rat Control .

AIUJOUITCEI/IEITT ; Every other Friday our Wilds Man gives us a few nature
facts T^ich he gathers from Uncle Sam' s naturalists. Today he promises
to tell us about his visit nith Mr, Jai'.ies Silver, of the United States
Biological Survey Wliat did they talk about Av7, rat si

I'll let him tell you about tliat

* * *

Yes, rats it is. Most of us don't think of rats, especially the

corauon brovTn or house rats, as part of nature • We generally think of them
in connection uith houses. They are a sort of undomcsticated domestic
aniiaal. They seem to prefer to make our homes, and our barns, and our
stables their homes.

There is a roason for tliat. Wc treat rats bettor than their enemies
in the open treat \;hcui. Hawks aiid o\^ls, and other such birds of prey often
Eia2-:o short work of rats.

And no vronder they take shelter in our buildingsl As a rule, they
are much safer in our places than in the r^ild. The cats vie keep don't give
us much protection. Cats of real value as ratters arc rare.

Yes, a lot of folks furnish food and shelter for rats. And the

nore food available, the more rats. Well-fed rats mature quickly, ajid

brood often, and ha^e big litters. Poorly fed rats, breed less often and
liavc smaller litters.

In this part of the rrorld, rats usually average about ten to the

litter. Norrjally, rats breed six to ten times a year, and start breeding
when only three or four months old. Figure it out for yourself. A friend
of mine did. He found that at tr^t rate one pair of rats, all breeding
uninterruptedly and without losses, T7ould increase in three years to nearly
260,000,000.

I was telling another fellow about that, and ho said: "Yes, that
must be the pair of rats tliat started a family on rjy place throe years ago."

He was conplaining that rats load causod him big losses in chicks and
Bggs. Of course, that kind of damage is easy to see. xfuch more so than the

slow, steady drain of grain and other farm products.
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Mr. Janes Silver, of the DiVision of Predatory Animal and Rodent
Control of the Biological Survey, tella me that rats every year do $7,000,000
worth of damage to corn in storo^Q alone. Rats are expert climoers too, and
often damage standing corn in the fields.

Rats feed on all kinds of animal and vegetable matter. They attack
crops when they are just planted, while growing, daring the harvest, in
storage, and during transit, and in the mill, and in the store, and in the
home. And they ruin "by pollution ;:iajiy times as much as they eat.

Figuring that there are only as many rats in this country as there
are people, and that each rat destroys $2 worth of property a year, Mr.
Silver estimated that rats are doing a damage of more than $200,000,000
a year in this country alone.

"Pity, the pied Piper of Haiuelin couidn' t have broadcast that music by
radio," I remarked.

"I'd rather trust to Red Squill than the Pied Piper," he suggested.

"Red squill is deadly to rats, when they eat it, and they cat it freely.
Domestic animals and human beings don't like it, but even when they do
get an overdose of it, it doesn' t do them much hai'ra. For that reason,
powdered red squill is especially good to use to poison rats about poultry
plants, and barns, and other farm buildings, where there is danger of farm
animals gaining access to the baits.

Then, too, one of the surest ways of killing rats in their burrows in

the ground, and \inder tight floors, is by forcing calciun-cyanide dust into
the burrows by means of a dast punp. The dust forms a very deadly gas on
exposure to the air. Unlike red squill, it isn't deadly to rats only. It

is fatal to man and other animals even in very smll quantities aiid so should
only be used in the open air.

Rats can also be killed in their burrows by the exhaust of cm automo-
bile. By attaching a garden hose to the exhaust pipe, and lettin^- the auto
engine run at moderate speed for ten nimxtcs or more while directing the hose
into the burrow, you can do an effective job of gassing.

However, you will find the different ways of getting rid of rats in
Farmers' Bulletin No. 1533-F on "Rat Control." That bulletin tells not only
how to kill rats, but how to keep them out. Jir. Silver wrote that bulletin
himself and gives more details there than we could get into a short talk.

Buildings have to be built right to keep out rats. Every new
building should be rat-proof, whether in the town or country. And nuch can
be done to protect even old buildings in cities against rats.

Rats need food and shelter. HThere they can' t get food and shelter,
they can' t live long.

Mr. Silver says that rat-proofing clauses in local building ordinances
and more strict regulations in local sanitary codes, including the proper

-2
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collection and disposal of garta^o and prevention df trash and waste
accuxnalations on private premises, will do more to bring about permanent
reduction in the number of -vrats than any other measure,

ITow, we have been very nice in speaking about the rat. But the rat
is not nice. Our common brown rat is a filthy, disease-carrying beast. For
hundreds of years, man has been living \7ith rats and at the same time fight-
ing them# The terrible "black death" of the Middle Ages is now believed to
liave been the bubonic plague spread from country to country and city to city
by our common brown rat. Twenty-five million persons are estimated to have
died in Europe during that epidemic*

Rats are highly migratory. They move from house to house, from farm
to farm, and from community, to comiminity and from State to State, and
country to country. You should do everything you can to protect your life

and property from these filthy disease-spreading robbers. Prevent trash
accumulating. See tliat the garbage pail has a tight-fitting top. Rat-
proof your buildings. Trap them out, gas them out, or poison them out.

Even when you kill off all those on your own premises, more may come in
from the neighbors. For permanent results, the v4iolc community should
cooperate. County-wide anti-rat canrpaigna arc very valuable, because they
clear many farms of the pest at the sar.ic time, so they won't immediately
become reinfested from adjoining premises. Some cities now carry on anti-rat
campaigns as a regular thing each year.

During the cold winter months, rats concentrate around the farm
buildings. So right now is the time to send for that bulletin and lay your
plans for an effective anti-rat campo.ign,

ifc:^ 1^ ifc >^ i|t

AI'I^TOUNCEMENT : The bulletin on "Rat Control" is Farmers' Bulletin Ho.

1535-F. It contains suggestions for rat-proofing buildings, for gassing
and poisoning, auid for rat trapping. You can get a copy free of charge \)ir

writing either to Station or to the United States Department of

Agriculture, at Washington, D. C, Just ask for Farmers' Bulletin JTo.l-S-S-S-

F, on Eat Control."





WITH UUCLE SAM*S NATURALISTS Septenter 25, 1931

NOT FOR PU3LI CATION

Speaking: ten minutes.

AN!TOUNCB.!EJTT: Every other week at this tine our wilds man tells us ahout

his visits with Uncle Sam's Naturalists. This week, however, he went to

the Forest Service to see just what the Forest Service does to protect our
forests from fire, and how it does it. Well -

If there is anything likely to make a lover of the wilds wild, it is
a forest fire. I gaess you have all been reading ahout these "big fires wo
have "been having. A month ago, it had already cost the Government way ovor
a million and a half dollars to fight the fires in our Western National
Forests. The fires had then 'bumod over nearly 400,000 acres of land on
the National Forests. While that is loss than the average area lost during
the last five years it is almost twice as much as was lost d\aring the entire
calendar year 1930. Outside the National Forests h-ogc areas have 'been devas-
tated, human lives have been lost, homes have been destroyed, even villages
burned up, and hage sums ha,ve been expended in the endeavor to stop fires that
for one reason or another grew big and unmanageable.

On the National Forests only a few fires got away and do serious
damago. The regular force of rangers and summer fire guards, together with
men drawn from road and improvement crct/s, catch all but a fcv/ of the fires
in their small and harmless stage. Once in a while a fire is not attacked
vdth sufficient speed in its early stage and it gets away; or pcrhrps the
co-intry is covered v/ith a pall of smoko and a new fire is not discovcrod until
after it has started to make a run; or occasionally a fire is -unmanageable
before any homan being could possibly reach it. In one recent instance a
fire starting near Newport, Waslaington, just outside the National Forest,
supposedly by the explosion of a moonshiner's still, spread so rapidly from
the time it started at eleven o'clock one mor:n.:-.g that it hr.d covered 24,000
acros by four o'clock that afternoon. Fire fighters never had a chance to
catch this fire until after it had made its first run. The real battle
vras lost when this fire started. Tho only way to have prevented tliis fire
from sweeping in as it did into tho National Forest and doing irrcprjrable
damage was to have found some way to prevent tho fire from over starting. In
order to control this fire and stop its fiaxthor spread, tho fire fighters
had to construct some ninety miles of fire lines. Thoy did this in record
breaking time - ninety miles of lino made in four days throiigh rough timbered
mountrin covntry is a construction and fire-fighting job of magnitude.
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In the East, fires havo not boon troublesome this suninicr. Normal
redns havo occurred and fires do not start or sire easily caught. Very differen'
from the way it was in the Kast in the summer of 1930 during the terrible
Eastern drouth.

About 64 per cent of our country's forests now have orgnnizod pro-
tection against forest fires, Mr, C.E. Randcll, the information man of the
U.S. Forest Service, tolls me. Of course, they have fires where there is
organized protection. But the area burned by forest fires on the protected
area is less than ono-oighth of the area burned on the 36 per cent yet to be
protected. That shows it pays to protect.

The first thing in protection is to have an organized system of do-
tccting the fires. For that reason, on the national Forests the Forest Service
h^.s lookout stations located on high ground to spot fires. The idea is to
locate the fires as soon as possible after it starts, and get nen to it to
put it out before it docs much danr^o.

For that, telephone an.d other coranTuni cation linos arc needed, so the
lookout can report and the ranger or warden get word to rush the fire fighers
to the scene of danger.

In order that the fire figlitors may bo prepared to h-andle the sitnar-
tion, the necessary tools and supplies must bo located at strategic points
tljTougliout the forest, iuid, of course, there must be axa adcqua.tc system of
roads and trails through tlic forest so the fire fighters can reach the fire
readily.

Last year the Forest Service perfected and tested portable receiving
and code transmitting radio sets each vroigliing 79 pounds including batteries,
antennae, and all containers needed for moving the eq-alpmait in trucks or on
podr animals. Althtmgh it was found that radio caxiuni cation is interfered
vdth by rugged mountains and the presence of tree growth, the interference is
not enougli to preclude the beneficial use of such equipment. These portable
sets enable a man in the woods remote from a telephone lino to listeai to
voice transmitted from a central station on the national Forest and the man in
the woods can reply by use of telegraphic code. Further tests arc being
made of an ultra light weiglit set weighing porliaps less tlian ten pounds with
bat>:eries and all equipment, wMch will both receive voice radio messages
and send code replies.

Aeroplanes have been used in forest protection on our Western national
Forests since 1919. Whdle their usefulness is not so great as is popularly
supposed, they havo a contribution to make to forest protection. During the
present sunr.:cr more landing fields on meadows and on fields cleared of timber
for tMs purpose are avsdlable th^ over before. In some instances fire
fighters are being transported hy planes.

You sec, rxiny of our forest fires in the West arc caused by lightMng,
Sometinos, one electrical storm will start throe or four hundred separate
fires.

Most forest fires, however, are caused by human carelessness; a burn-
ing match, a smouldering cigarette, or a spark from a camp fire not properly
pi^ o- r^rxr o'---, a, fire in the dry leavos and brush. In fact, some of the
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ITatioiial Forests are closed to snoking during bad fire seasons. Sone arc
even closed to camping nhen the danger gets too great.

naturally a lot depends on the weather. For tliat reason, Weather
Bureau and Forest Service experts axo v/orking togother in various places in
the attenpt to uake predictions of lightning sterns and inportont changes
in weather conditions noro reliable and nore uscfial.

Fires are fought in nany ways, depending on the nature of the groamd
and the nature of the tj-ber and inflamable debris in which the fire spreads.
As a rulo a barrier or narrow "trench" must be dug or scraped so tliat a foot
or noro of ninoral soil is exposed. This fores a base fron which to start
backfires against the approacliing r.iain fire. Clearing away of tinbcr logs
and brash so that this narrow trench can be nade is often the biggest part
of the job.

Machinery is being used in fire fighting nore and nore. Wlicre the
country is not too rou^i, ploYPj»like tools pulled by tractors arc very efficient
i :inald.ng the trench at a rapid rate. Such equipr.:ent is often able to crush
thj-ough undergrowth tliat would have to be cleared by liand if the trench were
to bo TiSde Irr hand. Where the co\mtry is too rougli for tractors, horses and
plows are being used with increasing success. IThon nen and aninals know
hov7 to do it, a single heavy horse and a light reversible plow will do the
v/ork of fifty nen in trcnch-naking on groimd so rough tl::at the average person
night say that a horse could not even stand up on it.

Standing dead trees, or "snags", are anong the worst fire liazards of
the forest. They not only catch readily, but fom a pillar of fire fron
wliich flaning bran.ds Liay bo liurlcd by the wind and start ne;7 fires past the
fire lines. Tfhen. such trees are rotted and hollov;, they are veritable chim-
neys for sparks. So another job in fire protection is to cut down such
standing dead trees, so they will rot more quickly and be less of a menace
to the sound timber.

In the southern forests, the old custom of woods burning still per-
sists T/ith nany people, the \isual res^alt is that fire set perliaps to bum
over a few acres of pasture spreads over extensive and valuable forest areas
and results in serious damage to timber, especially to yovmg forest growth
much of which may be destroyed.

So the United States Forest Service, in protecting the national
forests, has not only to maintain an elaborate system of lookouts, and often
recroit a sr.oll army of fire-fighters, and manage the forests so as to de-
crease the danger of fire, but it has to educate the hunter, and the camper,
and the tourist, and the woods-burner.

A:n:0-j1-:ca,I5i-TT ; our Wilds Man will be back in two weeks to tell us more
about the visits he makes v/ith the naturalists of Uncle
Sam, in the United States Bopartment of Agriculture.
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ANNOUNCEIvCSNT ; How for our visit with Uncle Sam's Naturalists of the United
States Department of Agriculture. Our Wilds Man is back from a visit to the

tall timbers '.Tith some of those naturalists ajid he has some tall stories

to tell us Isn't that right, Mr. Wildsraan?

Tall trees remind me of that peom of Tom Hood's

You remember. I remember. —

—

"I rememb'jr, I remember
The fir-trees dark and high;

I used to think their slender tops

Were close against the slsV:

It was a childish ignorance.
But now 't is little joy-

To know I'm farther off from heaven
Than when I was a boy."

But from what Mr. Harry D. Tiemann, of the Forest Products Laboratory,
says it would seem that some of the trees may have actually been taller in the
old days.

Mr. Tiemann has been collecting information on the dimensions of trees.
And he would be glad to get more from any of you who happen to knovr aboiit

any big trees —- Our information of big trees past and present is not as com-
plete as it might be.

Then, too, we sometimes suspect that some of the tall stories about tall
trees felled long ago may have stretched the measurements. In the long ago,
in most cases, folks estiroated the height of the tall trees by the eye or they
Just guessed at the height. It seems probable that in some cases thoy made a
bad guess. In other cases, the trees seemed to have continued to grow in length
long aftiir they had been used up for lumber.

Of course, when wo talk of tall trees, most of us think first of red-
woods. Tell, the tallest known redwood is one still standing in Bull Creek
Flat. Fairly reliable measurement r)iaccs the height of tliat tree at between
559 and 363 feet. Mr. Tiemann says tsdlor ones no^r have existed, but there is
no record.





If that is the tallest redvroodi the record for tali trees will have to

go to "the fir-«trees dark and hi^." in 1900 a CoTo^las fir ^^as cut do\Tn and
measured '.7ith a steel tape* And it measured 380 feet. That was a real tall
tree I

But if the measurements are to be relied upon, that tree was topped by
a Dou'^las fir, felled near Vancouver, British Columbia, 15 to 20 years a^o.
That tree was said to have been 417 feet high v/ith a stump diameter of 25
feet. Tliat stump diameter is all right. There is a photograph by which that
has been checked. But that height figure has not been positively established.
If it is correct, it is by far the tallest tree on record.

Redwoods have a bigger diameter at the base than do other big trees, as
a rule. T7e have redwoods living now with a 30 feet diameter at the ground.
That is exceptional, however, and redwoods have a big root swelling which/S§st-^
surements misleading.

A red'/ood felled in 1853 measured 25 feet in diameter inside the bark
6 feet above the ground. Forty-nine people danced on the stump of that tree
at one time, and I venture to say some of our young folks today could not only
squeeze on a partner for that odd dancer, but might even add a few more couples.
Big as it was at the ground, that redwood was just 302 feet high. That other
fallen tree in that same grove, the tree which was called the "Father of the
Forest" is estimated to have been 400 feet high, but there are no accurate
measurements to back up the story. And when you speak of treee being 400 to
500 feet high, these scientific foresters are a bit skeptical. They want the
proof

.

But the redwood and the firs are not the only sizable trees. The great
cypress at St. 1/^ria del Tule, Mexico, has a diameter of 40 feet at the ground,
and 35 feet five feet above the ground. As cypresses grow, it is pretty tall
too. It is about 150 feet high.

And speaking of cypresses. Extension Forester Robert Moore of Louisiana
State University recently reports that one was recently cut in Amite River
Swamp, in Livingston Parish, Louisiana, which measures some 7 feet 9 inches
across the stump, and h-as a saleable length of only 86 feet 8 inches.

How lonr do you suppose it took to grow that tree? The foresters
counted the annual rings in the stump of that cypress. By starting at the
bark and couriting the rings in to the center, they could calcualte the a-iC,
with a fair degree of accuracy. And they found it was some 1,300 years old.
You see, these giant trees don't grow to their tremendous size in a few years.
That tree was considerable of a giant when Coltunbus discovered America, Fact
is, it rai,';ht be interesting to get out your histories, and trace back the course
of events p-.id notice just wliat was happonir^ in the Old World when that young
Louisiana cyoress was getting its start. And some of our redwoods now stp.nding
were a thousand years old or more when that particular cypress was a seedling.

However, we were talking about the size not the .-vjo. i-Iext to firs and
redwoods, the eucal;^tus trees of Australia seem to tower highest-, Tlicrc are
some growing nov vrhich measiiro 300 to 310 feet in height. The tallest Vmown
eucalyptus of authentic measuroraent was 346 feet high. Tlie Australian
eucalyptus, horrever, are very slender. Thoy are seldom more than from 8 to
12 feet in dirjiieter.
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But for that matter, the largest known iumber tree in the world, a red-
wood recently found in Big Lagoon, Huinboldt County, California, is only 20 feet
in diameter 5 feet above the ground and 308 feet hi^-jh. But that one tree has
enough luraoer in it to build 22 average sized houses.

Another hind of the world's big trees is the Kauri tree of New Zealand.
It is a peculiar- looking tree. -— At least, it is to our way of thinking
The Kauri tree has a barrel shaped trunk and a top like a feather duster.
There is practically no taper to the trunk. So you can readily understand,
that kind of tree has a lot of lumber in it. One in the Tutaxnoc Forest is said
to be one 22 feet in diameter and 100 feet high to the first branch. It scales
220,000 board feet, as against 361,366 board feet of that record holding big
redwood, of ours. '

And while we are mentioning big trees, I guess we will have to include
the famous banyan trees of India. They have such a peculiar way of growing,
it is hard to thinlc of them in the same way we do other trees. You know a
banyan tree has many trunks and spreads over an imnense area like a forest.
There is one banyan tree on the Nurbudda River in \7estem India which measures
2,000 feot around the outside of its many trunlcs. That one tree has 350 big
trunks and 300 small ones, beside the main central trunk from which all those
others originated.

But •vhon we are talking about giants a^nong trees, it is well to remember
that our smaller kinds of trees have giants after their kind.

The Su^:)crintendant of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park in North
Carolina and Tennessee, recently reported a living chestnut tree 30 feet in
circumference, and a tulip tree which measures 18 feet around.

Also a gigojitic grapevine 60 inches around at a point 12 feet above the
ground. That one grapevine is being supported by five big trees, and the
botanists fi^^e it had started its upward climb before Lord Cornwallis sur-
rendered at Yorktown.

Maybe in various parts of our country there arc many giants not do^rn in
the records. If you know of any other trees of exceptional size, The Forest
Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin, would like to get reliable inforaa-
tion about them.

A2T?:0U?TC5:.{E:TT ; i7ell, there certainly seem to be some giants left in the woods
yet Two weeks from tod-v, our iTilds Man and the audience of this Station
will again enjoy a visit with Uncle Sam's Naturalists of the United States Do-
oartmont of A<^riculture.
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AMOUIICSSTT: ITow let's spend a few mouents -vith Uncle Sam»s Naturalists of

the United States Department of Agriculture. Today oux Wilds Man brings us
sone interestinr facts about sone of the animals and trees which are a part
of that facinating struggle we call outdoor life Well, Mr. Wilds Man?

Tliere are a nurr.ber of -ooints to r.:;r subject toua;;-,

siiarp -ooints; barbed points.

Some of those points are on the quills of the friendly
porcripine

But before we go any fi^rther, let's get one thing right.
Porcupines don't shoot or throvr those quills at their enemies. That's
the idea I used to have, I used to think those big, clumsy-loo' :ing
rodents liad some way of propelling quills from their body li'ze so many
darts or javelins, Ilr, Vernon Bailey, a fiuld natvxalist of the U,S,
Biological Siirvey, set nc right on th^t.

Ho knows his porcu-oinos, and he says what really hap-^jcr.s,

is that Porlc;^- tlirashcs out with that^stout tr?.il of his, and scr'.o of those
spiny quills are often driven into the flesh of the attacking animal.
Barbed as they axe, they pull out of the porcunine's tail by the roots before
they will come out of the animal that gets stuck. In fact, the more the

victim tries to get those barbed quills out, the further they penetrate into

its muscles. Sometimes an animal gets porcupine quills in its nose or

mouth or to";ig"iae. Those narts get swollen and prevent the animal from
eatirg aiu- it starves to death,

".lost animals have a wholesome respect for the porcupine and
don't TDusl'' «;he attack. But some dogs will go right in where more cautious
animals foa.r to tread, TThen a dog gets a moii-thffj. of those little quills,
about the best thing to do, is to shoot the do^.

Yet the porcupine is not really vicious, Mr, Bailey says it is

a timid ^nir.ial, and a rather friendly sort of fellow when it gets to Icnbw

you.

Tliose laairs on 'lis back and side tliat have developed into quills
are just '^is defense equipment, for use when in actual cont^.ct with an
enemy, TTith those short legs of his, he can't run awaj'. His ordinary
speed is abov.t the same as thn.t of p. turtle. If it liad not beep for those
bristling quills, porcupines would probably have disappeared from the face
of the earth long ago.
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The dcm.-^c porcupines do other anim-^.ls rrith thosu sl.ashing

tr.ils 6f theirs is smMl coniparcd to tho d.-^inagc they do mrji nhcn over-

abundant in feeding upon crops ^xiC trees! ' There arc two hinds of por-

cupines in this cotu'try— tho ycllo\7 or haired Western porcupine and the

nhite .and olad: or Tiastcrn porcupine. Both arc bro\7nish hlack or blade

in gcncr-^l ar)pc-Tojicc — the ycllo-7 or '.7hitc is just the trimr.iincs, -Jid

both r-^^ige over the higher l^nds of the northern mrts of our coxmtry ^nd

r/ay utd into C-'^j^.'^jda, -jid both have pretty r.iuch tho sr-jiic h' bitS of dnianging

forest tre.s. In fact, in some Dlaccs, the porcupine drmagc to trees is

second onl"" to that of fire.

Durin/^ the spring r^zid surr.ier months, porcupines feed on juicy

ground vegetation, but during the fall and winter their diet is largely
of bark and loaves of coniferous trees.

During the late sur.imcr, and fall -^aid v/intgr months they often
completely girdle the main leaders or boles of trees by eatin/;- the i'^ner

I'^yer of bark. It seems to take a piece of bark about the size of a nan's
hat for one full meal for a single porcupine. Manj' seedlings up to give
years old are completely stripped of bark and the bigger trees are some-

times dai.iaged so much th- t they die, Hore often, the damage results in

the production of a weakened bushy- topped, or spike-top, tree tliat is use-
less for como.ercial purposes.

In the humid Northwest with the first cold fall rains, porcu-
pines begin a slow deliberate migration from mountain meadows and valley
farms bad: to the shelter of cliffs and lava rock dens, from which the^-

issue forth to feed on the bark of nearby trees. In the Southwest, the

porcupines move down from the hi;:;her elevation t-^. congregate for the winter
in the shelter of the forests. Tliey stay in :he trees feeding off the

bark and so girdling m-an^" of the branches and the upper "oart of the tree

bole. Deep snow sometimes holds a porcupine to a single tree for one to

three months. TJit ^ the molti:ig of the snow, they stcrt back to ground
feeding,

llhere there are no rock outcroppi i::s suitable f'^r dons, the

migration routes can be traced by the "porcu.pine trees". Tliat is, in

traveling, they feed upon ground vegetation by night, and seek safctj,/' durir
the day in certain trcv.s tlvat have been used before or by other porcupines
TDassing over the sane route.

These rest trees show some slight damage, but not the heaver

damage of trees used by porcvipines for a winter hone. They offer a -olace

of attack for people interested in saving the tim.ber. However, there is
a Leaflet, ITo, 60-L, on "Porcupine Control in the Western States," which
gives va.luable information to those interested in tliat i:hase of the subject

And s"cal:ing of control of rodents and dr?mage to trees, let's
not overlook the field mico, Tliey are not so big as the porcupines, and
maybe not so interesting. But they have big^jer families, Iiavc them oftener
and range from one end of our country to the other and beyond,

Tiic damage they do varies a great deal from year to :"ear,

dcpcndi.ig upon how many there arc, their food supplies, and weather con-
ditions. You can set it down th"t the dnmage they do to pastures, and
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forage, cmd grain, ajid other crops, and tuljcrs, and small fruits, and

flov7cring olojits, and shrubbery ai.iounts to mill ions of dollars a year.

And the man rho h.'\s raised orchard trees to tho ago of "bearing,- onl;' to

sec them vrithcr n.nd die under the ravages bf field mice can't sjTnpathize

nith tho views of the kind-hoartod plo^v-bby poot V/ho rcfr.scd to s'.rat a

field mouse v?hcn ho liad a chance*

In this broad land of cur's, there arc a great number of

different kinds of closely related field or meadow mice. Their numbers

go up and do":oi S'-ddenly and often seemingly without notice, owing to the

varying birth rate, the effect of disease, the abundance of food, end

the extent to which they are preyed u-pon by their enemies among wild

animals, and birds and snalies. If there are any around, they are a
constant menace i.. tho orchard.

As a rtile, they do the big/-,-est damage to trees in the winter
under cover of snow. Damage from meadow mice is usually more severe
during a lia,rd '".Inter with deep snow thaii during a mild onc^ But tliat

is one of those general statements, you can't be sure will apply in

your fruit trees. There is one record of 5,noo trees girdled in a
Kansas ore ard before the middle of December during a mild open winter,

1,300 trees were killed in one orange grove in Calif ornio., by mice
during r. dry fall. But as a general rule, winter damage is worse.

fUce seem to prefer apple trees to some extent, but they are
not very Darticular, They killed 3,000 pear trees in one Connecticut
orchard one year aiid. 500 young peach trees. They prefer the juicy bark
of young trees '"'hen they can get it, but no tree is immune './hen food
is scarce.

liice completely girdled $10,000 worth of trees in an orcliard

near Few York Cit]"-, iiicluding a number of 50-j'-ear-old trees. Trees doii't

grow too old to be daraaged by mice when corjiitions are favorable for
mouse davia;;e.

But louse Control in Field and Orchard" is explained in
Farmers' Bulletin ITq. 1397-?. In tho eastern half of the country, besides
the meadow nice there are the little stmr^y- tailed pine nice. It is
important to distinguish betwcc:^ these tv/o, because methods of control
that will work for mea.dow mice won't work for pine mice. Pine mice you
see work underground and attack the roots, whereas the meadow mouse,
although it nrkes use of shallo'.7 tun-nels and imderground nests feeds
mostly at the surface, B^t these differences are all pointed out in
Farmers' Bulletin Fo. 1397-F on "Mouse Control in Field and Orchard."
In making plcns for permanent control of field mice, romemjcr to protect
their natvjral encMies, Owls, and hawks, and g-ulls, and magpies, and
foxes, olrcnl:E, raccoons, opossums, weasels, and shrews are included in the
o»«mies of field nice. Also such snalcos, as kingsnalces, biill sneJrcs, .and
blacksnakes,

>:: A 4i >^ It! 1(1 1^ k'c « link

AIT^WJCSSITT: You can get Farracrs Bulletin ITo. 1397-F, on "'.louse Control in
Field and Orcliard," by -.Triting cither direct to the United States Department
of Agriculture at TTashington, D.C, or in care of this Station. Leaflet
Ho, 60-L, on "Porcupine Control in the TJestern States," can be obtained in
the sajne way. Thoso publications arc free as long as the supply lasts.
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WITH UNCLE S%}VS NATURALISTS. FRIDAY, November 6» 1931.

FOR BROADCAST PUKPOSES ONLY.

ANNOUNCEMENT : Well, let's get out in the woods a^ain. Every other week

our Wilds Man leads us across country for a close up of Nature as it has

"been revealed to him hy Uncle Sam's Naturalists of the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture Well, Mr. Wilds Maji, go ahead and we'll follow

4i*4ti|iiti*

"Boughs are daily rifled
By the gusty thieves

And the book of Nature
Setteth short of leaves."

So sings the poet. But you may gamble on it, that he didn't write

those lines while walking through the weeds. Kicking around through the

litter on the forest floor is about the last place to think of the book
of Nature getting short of leaves.

But I guess a lot of folks think of the leaf' s job being done when
it falls of the tree. Far from it. There are several volumes of Naturels
stories right there on the forest floor, I am just going to touch on one
of them; which is by way of being a mystery story. And as in most good
mystery stories, the detectives have recently come in and cleared up the

ECr^stery.

Of course, you all know that the leaves and litter on the ground
around the trees catch a lot of the rain water that falls on the forest. In
fact, a good bit has been said, first and last, about the effect of our forests
in helping to control floods by holding the water back, and feeding it into
the streams more slowly than the run-»off from bared and cultivated ground.

The leaf litter on the ground under the trees is the most important
part of the forest in that respect. Foresters conpare leaves and litter
to a big sponge which soaks up and holds the water from running quickly away
to swell the floods.

And it does act as such a sponge, or vast shallow reservoir if you
will, Mr, H, H. Bennett, chief of the soil erosion investigations of the
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, tells me that until recently that was supposed
to be the chief function of the forest litter in controlling floods*

But now we know that inportant as that is, it is not the chief thing*
Recently at one of our Soil Experiment Stations, the run-off of rainwater was
measured from a plot which had been burned over, and from another which still

I
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had its natural leai" and litter covering..^ And it was found that the burned
over plot, on which the litter and other vegetative cover had been destroyed,
lost last year 80 times as i'auch of the rainfall by run-off as the plot of
similar soil and slope which had not been burned.

That was certainly striking evidence of the great water holding
capacity of the unburned forest floor, but the specialist in charge of
the work was skeptical about the leaf litter being responsible for all
that difference.

Mr. Bennett tells me that all the leaf litter from a measured square
of that forest floor was gathered up, and put in barrels of water. Having
soaked up all the water it would, the material was then weighed. This done,
the litter was carefully dried and weighed again. Of course, the difference
in weight represented roughly the entire weight of water the litter had beeu
able to soak up.

Well, the expert got busy with pencil and paper and figured out on
that basis how much water could have been held by the litter covering that
test plot of forest land. And he found the total amount way, way short
of the amount which the measurements had shown to have remained on the land.

It didn' t take long to solve the mystery. If the water retained was
not in the litter, it must be in the ground under the litter. Just as much
rain had fallen on the burned-over plot and the soil, the slope and forest
cover were the same for both plots. When the bare plot was dug into it was
round that the water had soakred in only a little way below the surface.
Digging down into the soil under the litter-covered forest floor, it was
discovered that the water had permeated down, far, far down into the earth.
That natural forested area had absorbed 100 tons of rain per acre more than
the burned-over land.

Why, you may ask, did the water sink in on the leaf covered soil
and not on the same kind of soil which lacked cover?

Well, an old irrigation farmer uiight give you the clue to that.
He would probably know from e3cperience that some soils won't soak up muddy
water readily.

What really happens, Mr. Bennett says, is that silt in the muddy
water actually seals up the pores in the soil so that the moisture can't
percolate furtlier into the ground. Rain falling upon the bared forest floor
quickly washes up soil, then the muddy water clogs the tiny channels which
would let clear water into the ground. In other words the big thing the
forest litter does is to act as both a physical protector of the soil and as

a tremendous filter to keep the water free of silt and let it sink into the

ground.

In the forest leaves and litter, in the prairie or open country
grass and bushes serve to check the flow of water and their accumulated
refuse to filter this so that clear water can sink into the soil. Some of

our older men, who can remember back to the early conditions in our Prairie
States before farming cane in on a cig scale, say that the matted turf of

the prairies in many places hung like canopies over the banks of streams.

And those streams carried clear water the year around. Even if in some

cases those stories have to be salted down a bit, it is still evident that
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there has been considerahle change. Those streams now are more often dry

in summer and when the rains come they run thick with muddy water.

You see, Nature, left to herself, provides a carpet of vegetation
to check and filter the water and to let it soak in. But when we come along
ajid cleax the land, and bare the soil, and plsoit ro'.v crops on it, much of
the water which natural cover conditions held back, goes to swell the floods.
Not only more v/ater but water filled with the best top-soil from our farms
rushes down the streams to add the extra inches to the flood which may meaji

disaster.

And remember even our forests lose much of their water holding power
when the brush and leaf litter on the floor of the woods is destroyed.
Overgrazing and fires often add water to our floods.

Some people claim that back in the days of the early pioneers there
were floods equal to any we have had in recent years. But Mr. Bennett points
out that those stories of floods are vague and unreliable and sharply con-
tradicted by the experimental evidence now being obtained, although recognizing,
of course, that there have always been floods.

The water-holding capacity of forests and grass-lands has been
demonstrated. As Mr. Bennett indicates, the terracing of fields, and the

growing of trees, grasses and shrubs on idle lands and areas too steep for
cultivation, and upon soils that are highly susceptible to washing, will do

much to reduce floods by decreasing the run-off ajid washoff from many land
areas.

Protection of existing forests and woodlands from overgrazing and
dama<ge by fire, will also help. Ground-fires burning through the woods and
seemingly doing little damage to the trees burn the leaf litter which
pla^/^s such a big part in checking run off of rainwater.

Those Autumn leaves, you see, have a big job ahead of them this
winter ajid next spring.

41 lit 4141

«

ANITOUNCS I E IjT t Every other Friday'-, Station presents these results of
visits with Uncle Sam's Naturalists in the United States Department of
Agriculture.
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ANNOUNCS-SNT t This is the da;y- and hour for oior regular Friday visit with
Uncle Saul's Naturalists. Our Wilds Man has been talking with men in the
Forest Service, United States Department of Agriculture, trying to get the
facts on the future of the United States' wood supply. Where do we stand in
referonco to our stand of timber? All right, Mr. Wildsman, you tell us:

I can remember the time v;hen one of the gr-:at concerns of the farmer was
to got the timber OFF his land. That, in the country where I_ lived, was a time
of clearinf,' the land. And clearing the la^id was no small job. But a big
change has cone In the timber supplies of this country and now a whole lot of
farmers would lilre to see more timber ON their land.

The same change has come about in the hills and in the forests. America's
great staiids of virgin timber—once thought INEXHAUSTIBLE—have been used up so

fast tlos.t already the last extensive stands are being tapped. The United
States is a great wood-using nation. Our newspapers alone eat up thousands
of acres of timber every year. That moaning or evening paper you buy for a
few cents is printed on a wood-pulp paper and you have to have trees if you* re

going to have wood pulp. That's only one example of the country's m::Jtsioth

appetite for wood and that v/ood has to be supplied somehow—unless v/e can find
a good substitute. The trouble. is, virgin timber is practically irreplaceable
because of the length of time necessary to grow material of the highest
quality. You can' t grow a tree over the week-end, you iOiow,

I vfas talking this over with some of the men in the Forest Service of

the Departiuent of Agriculture the other day and they gave me some figures.

The forest land of the United States, they said, amounts to about 730 thousand
square miles altogether. About 150 thousand square miles is managed for

permanent timber production under public ownership, Federal, State, and local.

The other 580 thousand square miles— an area larger than France, Belgivim,

the Notherlr^ds, Denmr.rk, Germany, and the British Isles, by the way— is

privately owned. Tr^is privrtely owned forest land supports industries ^^iving

enploymont to more than a million people raid turning out each year wood
products vnlued at 2 billion dollrxs. This is enough to s^ipply domestic
needs and furnish wood products worth about 200 million dollars to foreign

countries*

Thr.t sounds very inpreaslvo-" that sounds like very good business.
That sounds like Amcrlco,' s wood pile is a very "big proposition and it is.
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But the trouble is, only a siaall portion of this woods land is now being
handled so as to produce timber continuously* The greater part of the land
is {.-radually drifting- into idleness, prdducing so little that it is' a burden
to its owners and to the comimmities within whose territory it lies. Some
125 thousand square miles have already stopped being productive and a much
larger area is only partly productive. The UNPRODUCTIVE Isuid, the Federal
foresters say, is beiag abandoned not because of any serious difficulty in

kooping it PRODUCTIVE, now because no way to keep it productive is lcio\7n, but

because its owners doubt whether timber-growing will pa^. Up until very
rocont years, as the virgin timber in one region was cut, there was abvays
another virgin supply just over the hill or in the nearby country. But that's
not so my more.

Now let' s take a look at smother side of the question. Government
experts sa^' that more wood is used in the United States than in any other
country. WE CONSUME AS IIUCH TIMBER FROM TREES LARGE ENOUGH TO SAW OUT LUlfflER

AS ALL TH2 OTHER COUNTRIES COI/SINED or about 13 BILLION cubic feet in all.
The United States leads the world in the manufacture of many products made
wholly or partly of wood. With only 6 per cent of the world' s population,
this coiintry has 35 per cent of the world's railway mileage and for the trans-
portation industries alone—including automobiles and railf 'ads—we use nearly
as much saw timber per capita as is required for all p\irposes in Great Britain,
Germany, or France. We use immense quantities of wood every yeax for making
shipping and storing crates, boxes, and barrels. Great forests are used up
every year to make pulp for our paper supply. The United States is known all
over t'.ie world as the land of wooden houses. We are cutting from our forests
about 200 cubic feet of v;ood every j'^ear for each man, woman, and child in the

United Str.tes.

Of course, the United States isn't alone among the nations of the v/orld

when it comes to using wood. Some folks think that wood is more or less ciit of
date and that it' s rapidly being replaced by cheaper materials or better
materials. That doesn't seem to be so. Newsprint and other woodpulp products

—

automobiles—phonographs—radio cabinets—and many other articles requiring
large quantities of wood, have come into extensive use within a generation.
It seems that no sooner do we find substitutes for wood than new uses for
^ood oj'ise. Mrny foreign countries have learned the truth of that .

China is the classic exair^ile of a nation that has suffered from an ex-
hausted wood-pile. Some 2,500 yeaxs ago, China was abundantly supplied rdth
forests. The population increased rapidly and the people cut the timber as it
was needed, wastefully and without thought for the future. At first, the
Government seldom or never interfered. Land clearings wasteful cutting-
repeated forest fires, continuing throughout many centuries, gradually pushed
the forests back until they are confined to the least accessible parts of the
mountains todoy. To got timber down to the main consuming centers of the
cotmtry traces from 6 months to 3 years. This has put timber into the luxury
class in China and the general public can't afford it. In many districts, tim-
ber large enough to make boards is so scarce that practically none is used
save for the manufacture of coffins.

Let's carry the story a step further. Since wood for building or ^"or

fuel can't be gotten, you'd naturally expect the Chinese to turn to sub-
stitutes, such as coal, brick, cement, and steel. The country has these and
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other mineral resources in plenty. But T^ithout timber, it' s impossible to
use tlic substitutes. The few coal mines tliat are developed depend largely
on inported timber for props, la4;ging, and other needed construction
material. The railroads that carry the coal run on wooden ties brought
in from Manchuria, Japan, or North America. Small native iron foundri6Q-
use charroal brought for many long miles on boats and on men' s backs.
Domestic iron and coal, therefore, are produced only in small quantities
and are so costly that they can hardly compete in the seapart cities uith
the iron and steel brought from llorth America and from Europe.

well, there's the lesson there's the situation in a country that
wasted its wood supplies. What's the moral, so far as the United States
axe concerned?

But vdth all this, we are still going to need plenty of wood in this
country. Even if our PER CAPITA consunption should fall as low as present
European standards, the increase in population which is likely to take place
in the next 50 years will keep our timber requirements at a level little, if

any, below our present timber needs. Furthermore, it often takes wood to make
the very things which are designed to take the place of wood. The coal mines
of the United States alone consume a billion board feet of lumber a year.
And of course we are constantly increasing and broadening the uses for ?rood.

As our cities grow, more and more wood will be needed to make the containers
in which their food is shipped in from the producing sections.

All this brings ^^s down to a rather obvious moral: GROW MORE 700D
OR ELSE USE LESS. We will always need our forests. We should, therefore,
conserve and maintain them.

AIJITOUI'CEI ZITT ; That was the Wilds Man you just heard, tailing you to Washington
for your regular weekly visit with Uncle Sam's Naturalists. His talk is

broadcast by Station every Friday, in cooperation with the U. S.

Department of Agriculture. Write to the Forest Service of the Department,

Washington, D. C, if you want still more facts and figures on the future

of Airier ica' s wood-pile.
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Groing along there together, with Bill telling rae all this, I "began

to think of the forest' ranger' s joh as chiefly that of a road engineer, of

the type of those "pioneer souls" who blaze the paths where "highways never ran."

That is, I did -until we came to some of those mountain meadows or

open grassy ridges. Then Bill turned his attention to the condition of the

forage plants as they had teen left when the sheep were taken off this summer

range. Then I >iad to revise my idea of a forest ranger. You loiow the

Government grants permits to ranchers to use parts of the national forests for

grazing their stock, their cattle and sheep. Bill's district, provides sum:ner

range for 5500 head of sheep. Bill has to check up on the sheep entering the

forest, and the condition of the range, so as to prevent over-grazing of the

land. In fact, he is a sort of Loss rancher, as well as a road engineer.

He is a gsme warden, too, so the wild life of the forest comes under

his protectin^^ eye as well as the herds of cattle. And the animals include,

a lot of us t'-ro-legf^ed animals such as campers, and hikers, and fisherman,

and berry pid:ers, and hunters, and trappers, and stockmen, and loggers and

water power men. Of course, there are not enough of them to make the forest

fastnesses look like Main Street on a busy afternoon.

The car-iners and hikers. Bill tells me, used to cause him more trouble

than they do now. But nowdays they are getting tamed to the ways of the wild.

There are more of them, but most of them are more careful to see that the last

spark is put out before they leave a camp site. They don't throw still

smouldering cigarette butts in the forest litter, as much as they once did,

Tliat is a big help to Bill. As you know, protection of his forest
from fire is one of any forest ranger's biggest jobs. Eternal vigilance is

the price of safety to the timber and the animals and even the human beings
who use the vfoods for recreation, Not only are thoughtless, careless campers
a menace rihich often blasts fine stands of timber over wide stretches of

land, but many fires in Bill's district are set by lightning.
His loo]:-out men on the high peaks must see the tell-tale smoke of

fire from aiiy cause and report it at once. That is one of the main meanings
of that 140 miles of telephone lines, and those more than seven hundred miles
of roads and trails. The fires must not only be reported promptly, but the

crews of firo~fighters must be rushed to the scene of action as quickly as

possible, to prevent the spread of the damage.

In his little district 1 call it little, because in all its vastness,
after all it is just a little comer of one of our 149 national forests he
has a total sur.mer force of 52 men. That is an average of one man to each
5000-odd acres.

Those fifty-two are Bill's first line of defense against forest fires.
Bill is the fire chief. I'm not going to tell you any tales of heroism, of
thrilling rescues, and daring struggles of men trapped in the flames and smoke.
The records of the United States Forest Service are full of them. They have
been told in song and story. Most any old forester can set your spine tingling
with some which have never seen prirt. Some of Bill's men tell me that Bill has
some first hand iGiowledge of fights with the fire demon which have left their
scars. But Bill doesn't talk much about such things, ^ith him, it is an
everyday job, to prevent fire if possible, to -nut it out promptly, if started.
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Roads must be kept "ready for any emergency. Trail, telephone, and road
crews must imderstand where they are to go, and what they are to do, and how
to do it. Hot only how to do their regxilar job, but what to do in case of fire,

when everythir^ is stopped and all hands fight fire, not as a wild panicky village
community sometimes fights fire, but in an organized, systematic way. Bill mciJces

arrangements with agencies and individuals in towns and on ranches near the forest
borders to hire extra fire fighters when needed, assembles fire tools at

strategic points. His job is to see that his protection force functions promptly
and efficiently at all times. That tal^es training, and leeuiership, and inspectior.

on his part.

And fire fighting is only the chief of his many duties. There are sales

of timber from the national fzresz to look sifter and check on. In fact, Bill

and his brothers have a thousand arid one jobs, but I'll have to put off telling

about the others until some other time.

>ti >|t i(t * ite *

ANN0UNCEM5ITT : You have just heard a brief outline of some of the many varied
duties of the forest rangers in the United States Forest Service. This out-
line is one of e. series called "With Uncle Sam's Naturalists" which this Station

presents in cooperation with the United States Department of Agriculture.
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AlTtTQUITCI^IJENT ; Every two weeks at this time our 7ilds Man tells us about his
visits T,'ith Uncle San' s Naturalists. Today he is scheduled to tell us what

Hr, Frank 0. Ashbrook, in charge of the Division of Fur Resoi^rces of the

United States Biolos'ical Survey, has to say about fur farming. Here is

the Wilds Uan now.

]|( ak iti 4> i|< *

Out-of-the-way places in nearly all parts of the globe yield fur

animals to the fur trade. Naturally, the colder countries produce the

finest furs. Alaska and the Hudson Bay region of Canada are fa.Tious for
furs, but the wilds of every one of our northern States yield fur anir.ials.

But, strange as it niay seem, one of the greatest fur-producing
regions of the rrorld is our own Mississippi River Valley. And the

American farm boy is even now probably the world's greatest trapper. Ever
since the days of the Indians and since the first of those adventurous
French wood rangers started fur trading in the middle of what is now our
country, trapping and hunting of fur animals have been going on.

The numbers of some of the finer fur animals have decreased, includ-
ing foxes, end martens, and minks, and fishers, ajid beavers. There are
still, however, considerable numbers of slamks, and opossums, ojid raccoons,
and muskrats. The muskrat, living in swainps and raising big fa^nilies and
raising them often, is one of the world's greatest fur producers.

However, the pioneer who wore a coonskin cap has been succeeded by
his collegiate great grandson who wears a coonskin coat, and a flock of
granddaughters and great granddaughters who are appareled in the priiie
pelts from many other fur bearers. As I/ir. Frajil: G-. Ashbrook, chief of the
Division of Fur Resources of the United States Biological Survey, puts it:

"Fur wearers increase faster than fur bearers."

The fur bearers not only are being trapped out to supiol;/ the trade,
end crowded out by the encroachiaent of cities and farms on the wilds, but
in lany cases are being hunted down as so-called "vermin" in a mista2:en
2eal for the protection of other animals and game birds.

Then, too, drought conditions of the past two years have been hard
on T.iany of our wild fur animals, especially the swamp living species.
Our fur resources are dwindling more and more.
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In the meantime, government scientists and fur farr.iers are dcr.ionstrat-

ing that fur animals can be raised in captivity and that the fur produced is

of better quality th^ the fur from animals captured in the wild.

Of course, fur farmers, like other farmers, have been iiard hit by
the depression. But those still in the business are learning more and more
ho ^7 to "nandle the fur animals.

Before the war there were not over a hundred silver fox polts offered
for sale in this country in a year's time. The enormous prices pold for
silver-fox skins led trappers to dig fox pups out of their dens and try to

reise them in captivity. Success in these efforts started a boom of fur
farming. There was at first a lot of "wild-cat" fur farming by lox
promoters, and there were disappointments due to mistakes in the nev/ business
of folks who didn't know foxes.

For instance, at first, foxes were treated as scaven5;ers. They were

forced to eat refuse and to live in filth. Naturally, such conditions pro-
duced poor foxes with poor fur.

Of course, fur animals are not domesticated stock in the ordinary
sense of the v/ord. They are still wild although raised in captivity. But
fur fanning is like any other livestock raising in that the fur farmer should
knov/ his stock and understand animal feeding, and breeding, and management.

As with other kinds of livestock, sanitation is essential. T'cv animals
need clean food and clean surroimdings to prevent diseases and keep them in
good condition. They must be kept in good condition to produce good fur if

they are to pay for their keep, and give the farmer a fair profit.

The United States Biological Survey maintains a Fur-Ani .ial Experiment
Station at Saratoga Springs, New York, and a Rabbit Experiment Station at
Fontana, California. Research and experimental work is conducted at both
places. The idea is to find out things of value about all kinds of fur
animals now being raised on fur farms in this country. At the 3>:periment
Stations investigations are made of the best management practices regard-
ing feeding, breedir^, and housing.

Getting back to silver foxes, Mr. Ashbrook estimates that ninety-nine
per cent of all the silver-fox fur produced in this country is from animals
raised on fur farms. This means chat so far as silver fox fur is concerned,
fur farming is practically the whole thing.

Silver fox farming is, however, the longest established of our fur-
farming businesses. The total of furs produced on fur farms is out a drop
in the bucket cong^ared to the total fur production from the wild.

But following on the heels of the silver fox farmers, others liave
gone in for mink and rauskrat raising. Winks are not hard to raise in
captivity when fed and "riandlcd properly, but it is a problem to raise them
on big enough scale to make the business pay. With muskrats, ho'/ever, the
marsh itself produces the food, and the muskrat care for themselves.
This sj'stem of fur ranching, or trapping on privately controlled wild regions,
has proved profitable in several sections.
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Skunks are not held in bad odor— as fur producers, ths.t is— but at

present market prices more raoney raist be spent for feed and l>aoor than can
be realized from sale of the pelts* The same is time of oposs-ams ond fitches,
rlowever, any one considering fur farming with any of the fur ani.-nals may well

o.vail himself of the iiiforniation to be had free of char^ge from the experts
of the Bureau of Biological Survey of the United States Department of

Agricul tare.

The Department also has a publication giving "Recommendations to

beginners in Fur Farming." Ask for Leeiflet No. 27-L.

AI^ITOUITCEMENT ; That leaflet is Leaflet No. 27-L giving "Recommendations to

Beginners in Fur Farming. You can get it free of charge either by writing to

this Station or by writing direct to the United States Department of

Agriculture, at Washington, D. C. Station cooperates with the Depart-
ment of Agriculture in presenting the talk to which you have just listened.




